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Ref.

Product

EAN code

E91 PL

TIKKINA 2

3342540081178

E91 PO

TIKKINA 2

3342540081161

E93 PS

TIKKA 2

3342540077584

E93 PT

TIKKA 2

3342540077577

E93990

POCHE TIKKA 2

3342540081628

E94 PS

ZIPKA 2

3342540077652

E94 PT

ZIPKA 2

3342540081147

E94990

POCHE ZIPKA 2

3342540081635

E97 PM

TIKKA PLUS 2

3342540077621

E97 PMA

TIKKA PLUS 2 ADAPT

3342540081123

E97 PP

TIKKA PLUS 2

3342540081116

E97700

Platine ADAPT gamme TIKKA 2

3342540078123

E97900

KIT ADAPT famille TIKKA 2

3342540078116

E98 PM

ZIPKA PLUS 2

3342540077690

E98 PP

ZIPKA PLUS 2

3342540081130

E99 PG

TIKKA XP 2

3342540081109

E99 PI

TIKKA XP 2

3342540081642

E99100

Kit grand angle TIKKA 2 XP violet

3342540081802

E99200

Kit grand angle TIKKA 2 XP gris

3342540081819

E99700

Sifflet bandeau TIKKA 2

3342540086241

Warning
Activities at height are inherently dangerous and may result in serious injury or death. Take
the time to fully read and understand the information presented in this catalog, as well as
the instructions for use that come with the products.
Gaining an adequate apprenticeship is your own responsibility.
The information presented in this catalog is believed to be correct at press time. But it is
not guaranteed to be exhaustive, correct, understandable, or up-to-date.
PETZL reserves the right to modify this information at any time. Petzl’s civil liability does
not extend to products that have been modified or repaired outside our factories. Contact
PETZL if you have any doubt or difficulty in understanding the information presented in
this catalog (www.petzl.com/contact).

Guarantee
3-year guarantee covering parts and labor only for manufacturing defects.
Normal wear and tear and inappropriate use are excluded from the guarantee.
To take advantage of the guarantee, the defective part must be returned to us.

Suggestions
You can take part in the improvement of climbing and caving equipment manufactured by
Petzl. We would be pleased to receive your ideas and suggestions.
www.petzl.com/contact

FR0021 BLI Ampoule standard 4,5 V ZOOM

3342540012936

FR0025 BLI Ampoule halogène 4,5 V ZOOM

3342540012967

FR0161 BLI Ampoule standard 3 V MICRO

3342540012974

FR0231 BLI Ampoule xénon 6 V MYO

3342540057937

FR0241 BLI Ampoule standard 6 V MYO

3342540057944

FR0490 BLI Ampoule MINI 6V pour DUO

3342540015661

FR0500 BLI Ampoule halogène 6 V DUO

3342540015654

FR0510 BLI Ampoule standard 6 V DUO ATEX

3342540033177

FR0600 BLI Ampoule standard 6 V SAXO

3342540029378

FR0850 BLI Ampoule krypton 6 V SAXO AQUA

3342540034457

Z43 LB

T-SHIRT ADAM

3342540086449

Z43 MB

T-SHIRT ADAM

3342540086432

Z43 SB

T-SHIRT ADAM

3342540086425

Z44 MB

T-SHIRT EVE

3342540086524

Z44 SB

T-SHIRT EVE

3342540086517

Z44 XSB

T-SHIRT EVE

3342540086500

Z45 LB

T-SHIRT PETER

3342540087866

Z45 LO

T-SHIRT PETER

3342540087927

Z45 MB

T-SHIRT PETER

3342540087873

Z45 MO

T-SHIRT PETER

3342540087910

Z45 SB

T-SHIRT PETER

3342540087880

Z45 SO

T-SHIRT PETER

3342540087903

Z45 XLB

T-SHIRT PETER

3342540087897
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Z45 XLO

T-SHIRT PETER

3342540087934

Conception

Z52 LG

T-SHIRT WENDY

3342540088016

Graphic design

Z52 LR

T-SHIRT WENDY

3342540087972

Z52 MG

T-SHIRT WENDY

3342540088009

Z52 MR

T-SHIRT WENDY

3342540087965

Z52 SG

T-SHIRT WENDY

3342540087996
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T-SHIRT WENDY
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Dear retailers,
This is your 2010 workbook, dedicated to our full line of sport headlamp products.
Each Petzl product is designed to meet a precise need found in the real world.
Our product development process favors simple, ergonomic and reliable solutions.
All possible uses and their associated risks are analyzed; prototypes are tested and
inspected for their performance in the field. Through this development process,
innovative products emerge that further the art of vertical progression.
We hope this workbook will be an effective tool that you use on a daily basis.
This catalog will:
• familiarize you with Petzl products and help you choose the right products to meet
your needs,
• provide you with product details and other useful information to help you sell Petzl
products.
Best wishes.
The Petzl team
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“Caving was the beginning…
The family company originated with my father, Fernand Petzl, and his
passion for caving. One of the leading experts of his generation, he
spent his life experimenting with new vertical progression techniques
and invented equipment that radically changed the standard practices
at the time. The Petzl company quickly applied these underground
tools and solutions to other vertical environments: to the mountains
first - rock climbing and mountaineering - and then to the professional
sector, with work and rescue-at-height. Since the 1970s, Petzl has
been associated with all major underground, alpine and Himalayan
adventures. We are recognized as
a major player in the vertical world. While closely involved with
outdoor sports enthusiasts and professionals, we remain true to our
core values and ways: listening to and valuing our customers, taking
innovative and practical approaches and demanding the highest
quality. Today, as yesterday, our mission remains constant: to offer
people practical solutions that maximize their safety and mobility in
the vertical world, day or night.
Paul Petzl
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Headlamps

www.petzl.com

SiGNAL - e+LITE (pages 12 to 15)

MYO series (pages 32 to 39)

SiGNAL E05 P

e+LITE E02 P2

MYOLITE 3 E32 P

MYO 3 noir E27 PN

MYOBELT SB 5 E33 P

MYO XP E83 P2

MYO XP BELT E84 P2

MYO RXP E87 P

TIKKA® ² - ZIPKA® ² series (pages 16 to 31)

TIKKINA2

TIKKA2

E91 PE - E91 PO - E91 PL - E91 PF

E93 PS - E93 PT

ZIPKA2

E94 PS - E94 PT

DUO series (pages 40 to 49)

TIKKA PLUS2

E97 PM - E97 PP

TIKKA PLUS2 ADAPT

ZIPKA PLUS2

E97 PMA

E98 PM - E98 PP

TIKKA XP2

E99 PG - E99 PI

DUO LED 5 E69 P
DUO LED 14 E72 P
DUO LED 14 ACCU E72 AC

TACTIKKA

TACTIKKA PLUS

TACTIKKA XP

TACTIKKA XP ADAPT

E46 P2 - E46 PC2

E89 PC - E89 PD

E49 P - E49 PC

TACTIKKA PLUS ADAPT

SPELIOS E75

EXPLORER LED 14 E70 L14

ULTRA series (pages 50 to 57)

E49 PA

E89 P

ULTRA E52 AC
2

DUOBELT LED 5 E73 P
DUOBELT LED 14 E76 P

ULTRA BELT (ACCU 2) E53 AC2

ULTRA BELT (ACCU 4) E53 AC
3

Selection table by activity
Page

Caving

Mountaineering

Selection table by performance
Hiking,
Trekking,
Camping

Canyonning

Night
running

Night
skiing

Sailing

Hunting &
Fishing

XX

SiGNAL E05 P

14

e+LITE E02 P2

15

TIKKINA® ² E91 PE - E91 PO - E91 PL - E91 PF

18

X

TIKKA® ² E93 PS - E93 PT

20

XX

Everyday
use

Rescue

X

e+LITE®

XX
X

XX

Light quantity in maximum mode
Battery life in economic mode

MYOLITE 3
TIKKINA® ²

XX

XX

XX

TACTIKKA

ZIPKA ² E94 PS - E94 PT

21

TIKKA PLUS® ² E97 PM - E97 PP

22

X

XX

X

X

X

TIKKA PLUS® ² ADAPT E97 PMA

23

X

XX

X

XX

X

TACTIKKA PLUS ADAPT

ZIPKA® PLUS ² E98 PM - E98 PP

24

X

XX

X

X

TIKKA® ²

TIKKA XP® ² E99 PG - E99 PI

25

XX

X

X

TACTIKKA E46 P2 - E46 PC2

26

XX

XX

TACTIKKA PLUS E49 P - E49 PC

26

XX

XX

XX

XX

®

X

ZIPKA® ²

TACTIKKA PLUS ADAPT E49 PA

27

TACTIKKA XP E89 PC - E89 PD

28

XX

XX

TACTIKKA XP ADAPT E89 P

29

XX

XX

MYOLITE 3 E32 P

34

MYO 3 noir E27 PN

34

MYOBELT SB 5 E33 P

35

XX

MYO XP E83 P2

36

XX

X

XX

X

MYO XP BELT E84 P2

37

XX

X

XX

X

X

X

XX
XX

XX

MYO RXP E87 P

38

DUO LED 5 E69 P

42

DUO LED 14 E72 P

42

XX

DUO LED 14 ACCU E72 AC

43

DUOBELT LED 5 E73 P

TACTIKKA XP
TACTIKKA XP ADAPT
MYO 3 noir
MYOBELT SB 5

X

DUO® LED 5

X

DUOBELT LED 5

XX

X

XX

TACTIKKA PLUS

TIKKA PLUS® ²

X

XX

X

TIKKA PLUS® ² ADAPT
ZIPKA® PLUS ²

XX

TIKKA XP® ²

X

XX

DUO® LED 14

XX

X

X

44

X

X

DUOBELT LED 14 E76 P

45

XX

X

SPELIOS E75

46

XX

XX

DUOBELT LED 14
MYO® XP
MYO® XP BELT

FIXO DUO LED 14 E63 L14

47

XX

X

EXPLORER LED 14 E70 L14

48

XX

XX

ULTRA E52 AC

52

XX

X

ULTRA BELT (ACCU 4) E53 AC

53

XX

X

ULTRA BELT (ACCU 2) E53 AC2

54

XX

X

4

DUO® LED 14 ACCU

MYO® RXP

X

X

ULTRA

X

ULTRA BELT (ACCU 4)
ULTRA BELT (ACCU 2)

0

100

www.petzl.com
200

300

400

16 lumens
45 hours
20 lumens
130 hours
23 lumens
190 hours
26 lumens
120 hours
35 lumens
150 hours
35 lumens
150 hours
40 lumens
120 hours
40 lumens
120 hours
40 lumens (Boost)
120 hours
40 lumens (Boost)
120 hours
40 lumens (xenon halogen)
130 hours (xenon halogen)
40 lumens (xenon halogen)
90 hours
40 lumens (5 LEDs)
65 hours (5 LEDs)
40 lumens (5 LEDs)
350 hours (5 LEDs)
50 lumens
140 hours
50 lumens
140 hours
50 lumens
140 hours
60 lumens
160 hours
67 lumens (14 LEDs)
110 hours (14 LEDs)
67 lumens (14 LEDs)
96 hours (14 LEDs)
67 lumens (14 LEDs)
430 hours (14 LEDs)
85 lumens
180 hours
85 lumens
180 hours
140 lumens (mode No. 10)
95 hours (mode No. 1)
350 lumens
16 hours and 55 minutes
350 lumens
34 hours and 20 minutes
350 lumens
16 hours and 55 minutes
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Weight

Reference

e+LITE

E05 P

TIKKINA® ²

E91 PE - E91 PO
E91 PL - E91 PF

TIKKA® ²

E93 PS - E93 PT

ZIPKA® ²

E94 PS - E94 PT

TIKKA PLUS® ²

E97 PM - E97 PP

Bulbs

waterproof -1 m
IP X8

CR2032 x 2

Red LED X 3

Regulated

ZIPKA PLUS ²
®

total

continuous

1000 m

500 m

350 m

150 m

/

40 h

strobe

1000 m

500 m

250 m

200 m

/

120 h

maximum

19 m

12 m

5m

3m

/

35 h

economic

11 m

10 m

5m

3m

/

45 h

strobe

3000 m

1500 m

1250 m

900 m

/

70 h

maximum

23 m

20 m

15 m

8m

/

55 h

economic

13 m

12,5 m

11 m

10 m

/

190 h

maximum

29 m

23 m

14 m

6m

/

90 h

economic

13 m

12 m

11 m

8,5 m

/

120 h

69 g

strobe

5000 m

4500 m

4000 m

3800 m

/

300 h

83 g

maximum

35 m

26 m

15 m

5m

/

55 h

economic

13 m

12 m

11 m

9m

/

140 h

strobe

5000 m

4500 m

4000 m

3800 m

/

300 h

continuous

1000 m

950 m

850 m

800 m

/

100 h

strobe

1000 m

950 m

850 m

800 m

/

750 h

maximum

60 m

38 m

18 m

6m

/

80 h

economic

17 m

16 m

15 m

14 m

/

160 h

strobe

8400 m

8400 m

7200 m

6300 m

/

240 h

continuous

1000 m

950 m

850 m

800 m

/

100 h

strobe

1000 m

950 m

850 m

800 m

/

750 h

-

27 m

22 m

14 m

6m

/

120 h

maximum

32 m

25 m

15 m

5m

/

100 h

optimum

23 m

20 m

13 m

6m

/

120 h

economic

15 m

14 m

11 m

9m

/

150 h

maximum

35 m

30 m

20 m

7m

/

60 h

optimum

27 m

25 m

19 m

9m

/

80 h

economic

18 m

17 m

15 m

13 m

/

120 h

Boost

50 m

/

/

/

/

/

xenon halogen

-

90 m

60 m

/

/

/

4h

included (optional)

-

35 m

30 m

15 m

0m

/

10 h 30

LED x 3

-

25 m

22 m

19 m

10 m

/

130 h

xenon halogen

-

90 m

60 m

/

/

/

4h

included (optional)

-

35 m

30 m

15 m

0m

/

10 h 30

7m

/

64 h

70 h

waterproof -1 m
IP 68

water resistant
IP X4

CR2032 x 2

LR03 / AAA x 3

LED x 3
Red LED X 1

LED x 2

81 g
water resistant
IP X4

LR03 / AAA x 3

LED x 4

water resistant
IP X4

101 g

LR03 / AAA x 3
Red LED X 1

71 g

High-output LED

TIKKA XP® ²

E99 PG - E99 PI

water resistant
IP X4

88 g

LR03 / AAA x 3
Red LED X 1

TACTIKKA

E46 P2 - E46 PC2

78 g

TACTIKKA PLUS

E49 P - E49 PC

78 g

E49 PA

92 g

E89 PC - E89 PD

95 g

TACTIKKA PLUS ADAPT
TACTIKKA XP

TACTIKKA XP ADAPT

MYO 3 noir

MYOBELT SB 5

E89 P

E33 P

IP X4

water resistant
IP X4

water resistant
IP X4

120 g

E27 PN

water resistant
IP X4

240 g

255 g

105 g

water resistant
IP X4

LR03 / AAA x 3

LR03 / AAA x 3

LR03 / AAA x 3

LR6 / AA x 4

LED x 3

LED x 4

High-output LED

LR6 / AA x 4

maximum
LED x 5

6

Beam pattern

reserve

80 g

E98 PM - E98 PP

Battery life
t = 30 h

28 g

E97 PMA

Distance
t = 10 h

High-output LED

TIKKA PLUS® ² ADAPT

Lighting level

t = 0 h 30

on the head

22 g

E02 P2

Batteries

t=0

with batteries

SIGNAL

Water resistant
level

X

28 m --> 6 h

optimum

17 m --> 30 h

50 h

80 h

economic

14 m --> 75 h

15 h

90 h

wide

spot

Light uotput
(lumen)

X

/

X

16 lm
(maximum)

X

23 lm
(maximum)

X

40 lm
(maximum)

X

50 lm
(maximum)

X

X

60 lm
(maximum)

X

26 lm

X

35 lm
(maximum)

X

X

X

X

40 lm
(Boost)

40 lm
(xenon halogen)

X
X

X
40 lm
(xenon halogen)

X
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Weight

Reference

with batteries

MYO XP

MYO XP BELT

MYO RXP

E83 P2

E84 P2

on the head

Water resistant
level

Batteries

Bulbs

Regulated

175 g

220 g

E87 P

75 g

water resistant
IP X4

water resistant
IP X4

175 g

LR6 / AA x 3

LR6 / AA x 3

High-output LED

High-output LED

X

Lighting level

DUO LED 5

E69 P

waterproof - 5 m
IP X8

300 g

NiMH (optional)

DUO LED 14

E72 P

waterproof - 5 m
IP X8

300 g

LR6 / AA x 4

DUOBELT LED 5

DUOBELT LED 14

ULTRA

ULTRA BELT (ACCU 2)

ULTRA BELT (ACCU 4)
8

E72 AC

E73 P

E76 P

550 g

E53 AC

140 g

550 g

E52 AC

E53 AC2

waterproof - 5 m
IP X8

380 g

140 g

495 g

waterproof - 5 m
IP X8

water resistant
IP 66

345 g

375 g

waterproof - 5 m
IP X8

230 g

230 g

water resistant
IP 66

water resistant
IP 66

NiMH

LR14 / C x 4

LR14 / C x 4

ACCU 2
Li-Ion 2000 mAh

ACCU 2
Li-Ion 2000 mAh

ACCU 4
Li-Ion 4000 mAh

Beam pattern

t = 0 h 30

t = 10 h

t = 30 h

reserve

total

maximum

72 m

59 m

39 m

16 m

/

80 h

optimum

54 m

47 m

36 m

21 m

/

100 h

economic

34 m

31 m

27 m

24 m

/

180 h

Boost

97 m

/

/

/

/

/

wide

spot

X

X

Light uotput
(lumen)

150 lm
(Boost)

program no. 1

23 m --> 35 h

60 h

95 h

8 lm

program no. 2

28 m --> 22 h

48 h

70 h

13 lm

program no. 3

32 m --> 16 h

49 h

65 h

17 lm

program no. 4

39 m --> 10 h

50 h

60 h

25 lm

program no. 5

45 m -->4 h

54 h

58 h

34 lm

program no. 6

56 m --> 3 h

53 h

56 h

program no. 7

60 m --> 2 h

53 h

55 h

59 lm

program no. 8

64 m --> 1 h

53 h

54 h

71 lm

X

X

51 lm

72 m

66 m

22 m

9m

/

52 h

85 lm

program no. 10

77m

68 m

21 m

9m

/

50 h

140 lm

Boost

97 m

/

/

/

/

/

160 lm

halogen

-

100 m

70 m

/

/

/

4h

LED x 5

-

28 m

24 m

20 m

10 m

/

65 h

halogen

-

100 m

75 m

/

/

/

5 h 30

LED x 5

-

18 h

30 h

halogen

-

LED x 14

X

halogen

DUO LED 14 ACCU

Battery life

t=0

program no. 9

LR6 / AA x 4

Distance

LED x 14

maximum

100 m

70 m

34 m --> 3 h 30

/

/

/

4h

9m

/

180 h

183 h 30

optimum

26 m --> 10 h

138 h

148 h

economic

15 m --> 63 h

47 h

110 h

X

24 m --> 12 h

maximum

100 m

75 m

34 m --> 5 h

/

/

/

5 h 30

9m

/

28 h

33 h

optimum

26 m --> 17 h

23 h

40 h

economic

15 m --> 70 h

26 h

96 h

/

11 h 30

halogen

-

100 m

80 m

35 m

LED x 5

-

28 m

24 m

22 m

19 m

/

350 h

halogen

-

100 m

80 m

35 m

/

/

11 h 30

9m

/

285 h

294 h 30

LED x 14

High-output LED x 6

High-output LED x 6

High-output LED x 6

X

X

X

X

maximum

34 m --> 9 h 30

optimum

26 m --> 35 h

270 h

305 h

economic

15 m --> 210 h

220 h

430 h

maximum

120 m --> 1 h 30

30 min

2h

optimum

80 m --> 4 h 45

20 min

5 h 05

economic

40 m --> 16 h 45

10 min

16 h 55

maximum

120 m --> 1 h 30

30 min

2h

optimum

80 m --> 4 h 45

20 min

5 h 05

economic

40 m --> 16 h 45

10 min

16 h 55

maximum

120 m --> 3 h 15

45 min

4h

optimum

80 m --> 9 h 30

30 min

10 h

economic

40 m --> 34 h 00

20 min

34 h 20

X
X
X

40 lm
(5 LEDs)

X
X
67 lm
(14 LEDs)

X

X
67 lm
(14 LEDs)

X

X
X

40 lm
(5 LEDs)

X
67 lm
(14 LEDs)

X

X

X

350 lm

X

X

350 lm

X

X

350 lm
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E91 PL

E91 PO

SiGNAL - e+LITE

Electronic push-button switch
Three white lighting modes (maximum,
economic and strobe mode)
Two red lighting modes: continuous and
strobe

Red LED

E91 PF

White high-output LED

TIKKA® ² Four LED headlamp, three lighting modes (two continuous and one strobe)

Battery charge indicator light
Easy access to battery compartment via
the wide opening hinged case

E93 PT

ADAPT mounting system

E93 PS

TIKKA 2 - ZIPKA 2 series

New products for 2010

Headlamp with one high-output LED, one red LED and five lighting modes (three continuous and two strobe) and ADAPT system

TIKKINA® ² Two LED headlamp with two lighting modes

E91 PE

New products for 2010

TIKKA PLUS® 2 ADAPT E97 PMA

TIKKA® ² - ZIPKA® ² series

ZIPKA® ² Ultra compact headlamp with retractable cord, four LEDs, three lighting modes (two continuous and one strobe)

E97 PM

E97 PP

TIKKA PLUS® ² ADAPT Headlamp with one high-output LED, one red LED and five lighting modes (three continuous and two strobe) and ADAPT system

ZIPKA PLUS ² Ultra-compact headlamp with retractable cord, one high-output LED, one red LED and five lighting modes (three continuous and two strobe)
®

E98 PM

E98 PP

TIKKA XP ² Headlamp with one high-output LED, one red LED and five lighting modes (three continuous and two strobe) and Wide Angle lens

E99 PG

10

®

• Versatile and powerful:
- three white lighting modes (maximum, economic and strobe mode)
- two red lighting modes: continuous and strobe
- type of lighting (white or red) is selected by pressing for two seconds on the push-button
(the last mode used remains in the memory until the next use)
• One high-output white LED:
- 50 lumens (maximum mode)
- shines up to 35 meters (maximum mode)
- 140 h light duration on economic mode
- specific Petzl lens optimizes the reach of the beam and maximizes versatility
• The light source can be attached to multiple mounts:
- the ADAPT system allows the light body to be removed from the headband and attached to a
belt or jacket with the clip mount, or to a helmet or other hard surface with the adhesive mount
• Easy to use:
- electronic push-button switch
- battery pack is easy to open
- light beam can be aimed
• Reliable:
- push-button switch limits inadvertently turning on the lamp during storage
- battery charge indicator light (comes on when the headlamp illuminates for less than 5 m and
there is only 50 % burn-time remaining for proximity lighting)
• Compatible with lithium batteries:
- lighter than alkaline batteries
- better performance at lower temperatures
• Compact, light and comfortable:
- single compartment contains LEDs and batteries
- adjustable headband
- top strap (included - not attached) for increased stability if needed

Accessories
SIGNAL (EO5 P)
ADAPT Clip (E00200)
ADAPT Universal (E00300)

MYO series

TIKKA PLUS® ² Headlamp with one high-output LED, one red LED and five lighting modes (three continuous and two strobe)

Color: mystic gray with black headband
Operates on three alkaline AAA/LR03 batteries (included)
Compatible with alkaline batteries, rechargeable Ni-MH and Ni-Cd batteries, and lithium batteries
Degree of protection: IP X4 (water-resistant)
Weight: 101 g including batteries and headband
CE
Made in Malaysia
3-year guarantee

Logistical information
Sold individually in plastic packaging
Light quantity:

50 lumens

Beam pattern:

wide

1 white high-output LED

continuous
maximum

economic

Battery life:

55 h

140 h

Distance t=0:

35 m

13 m

Distance t=0h30:

26 m

12 m

Distance t=10h:

15 m

11 m

Distance t=30h:

5m

9m

DUO series

E94 PS

Specifications

Maximum distances at which light remains visible:
continuous red

strobe white

strobe red

Battery life:

100 h

300 h

750 h

Distance t=0:

1000 m

5000 m

1000 m

Distance t=0h30:

950 m

4500 m

950 m

Distance t=10h:

850 m

4000 m

850 m

Distance t=30h:

800 m

3800 m

800 m

ULTRA series

E94 PT

The TIKKA PLUS®² ADAPT headlamp is designed for those wishing to use the
headlamp on different mounts with the ADAPT system.
This system allows the user to attach the light body of the headlamp to different
mounts: on the elastic headband, a rigid surface (helmet, etc.), or to clip it on a belt, a
pocket, etc. This headlamp integrates two light sources for versatility: one white highoutput LED and one red LED. The white LED delivers 50 lumens in maximum mode
and lights up to 35 meters. In economic mode, it can reach a burn-time of 140 hours.
The red LED provides lighting to preserve night vision or to become a strobe light
for increased safety, for example in an urban environment, etc. TIKKA PLUS² ADAPT
can be used with lithium batteries to decrease weight or improve performance in cold
weather.

E99 PI

You can find the EAN codes for products and accessories on page 68

You can find the EAN codes for products and accessories on page 68
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www.petzl.com
Because safety is important, Petzl has designed a special series of
small signalization and emergency headlamps.
SiGNAL lighting
This light provides powerful multidirectional red lighting for 180°,
guaranteeing maximum visibility for up to 1000 meters. The SiGNAL
light attaches easily to just about anything.

Easy to attach anywhere
The elastic band and clip allow the SiGNAL light to be
attached in different ways, depending on the circumstances.

TIKKA 2 - ZIPKA 2 series

SiGNAL - e+LITE

e+LITE emergency headlamp
This headlamp can be used in all conditions and has a shelf life of
ten years. Useful and easy to use, its light lasts for up to four days in a
row. It is also equipped with a long-range whistle and several lighting
modes for seeing or for being seen.

New products for 2010

SiGNAL, e+LITE

Easy to use and ergonomic

MYO series

The e+LITE’s switch is simple to use. Each lighting mode is
easy to identify with its corresponding symbol. This switch
also has a lock position to prevent inadvertently turning on
the light when it is being carried in a pack.

DUO series

Emergency signal

ULTRA series

To maximize safety in an emergency, each e+LITE comes
with a long-range whistle with SOS Morse code markings.

© Tony Lamiche
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®

The SiGNAL signalization light allows the user to be visible from a distance. It emits
a red light, in either continuous or flashing modes. The 180º multidirectional beam
guarantees optimum visibility from up to one kilometer away. The elastic band and
clip allow many options for attachment: on the headband of another headlamp, around
the arm, on a pack, etc. The SiGNAL light is an essential part of any safety equipment
for nighttime activities. It also adapts to every-day activities: going to work or school
before dawn, walking the dog, etc.
• Multidirectional performance signalization light ensures you are seen from a distance:
- two red lighting modes (continuous and flashing)
- visible for 1000 m
- 180° visibility
- lasts 120 h in flashing mode and 40 h in continuous lighting mode.
• Reliable:
- works in extreme temperatures: - 30 °C to + 60 °C (-22 °F to +140 °F)
- durable
- LED technology
- waterproof down to -1 m.
• Multi-purpose and easy-to-use:
- compact and lightweight: 22 g including batteries
- integrated clip and adjustable strap included
- numerous attachment possibilities: on the head, on a helmet, around the arm,
on a pack, etc.
- simple-to-use switch
• Stable regardless of attachment method:
- clip and tabs on the attachment plate

Beam pattern:

wide

3 LEDs

continuous

flashing

Battery life::

40 h

120 h

Distance (1) t=0:

1000 m

1000 m

Distance (1) t=0h30 :

500 m

500 m

Distance (1) t=10h :

350 m

250 m

Distance (1) t=30h :

150 m

200 m

(1) Maximum distances which light remains visible

Specifications
Three red LEDs
Operates with two Lithium CR2032 batteries (included)
Integrated clip, removable and adjustable elastic strap included
Degree of protection: IP X8 (waterproof down to -1 m).
Weight: 22 g including batteries
CE
Made in Malaysia
3-year guarantee

E02 P2

Headlamp for emergency situations

Light output:

16 lumens

The e+LITE headlamp is designed for any situation. It is ultra-lightweight,
comes in a hard case and can easily be stored with its batteries in a backpack, jacket,
or emergency kit for up to 10 years. It provides white or red lighting in continuous
or blinking mode and can easily be attached with its elastic band and clip.
For emergencies, the e+LITE is equipped with a long-range whistle that can signal
one’s position for rescue (the SOS Morse code illustration on the whistle).

Beam pattern:

wide

3 white LEDs

continuous
maximum

economic

Battery life:

35 h

45 h

• Long-term dependability, even when kept for years in harsh conditions:
- works in extreme temperatures: - 30 °C to + 60 °C (-22 °F to +140 °F)
- always ready for use: can be stored with batteries for up to 10°years and still be
operational,
- waterproof down to -1 m
- can be used in potentially explosive atmospheres
(see specifications for certification level),
- compact and ultra-light (28 grams), so it can always with you,
- designed to prevent accidental operation with locking switch.
• Performance lighting:
- two white lighting levels (maximum and economic)
- one red lighting level
- two flashing modes : white or red (for signaling)
- shines enough light to allow easy movement in the dark: shines up to 19 m,
– provides up to 4 consecutive nights of lighting (45 hours),
- easy to use
• Long-range whistle for communication or rescue:
- up to 100 dB can be heard up to 500 m away (in the mountains, at night and without wind)
- SOS Morse code illustration on the whistle
• Very practical:
- Can be worn on the head, around the wrist or neck or attached to thin-edged objects
with integrated clip.
- always shines in the direction you want: light source can be directed 360°
- red light beam helps preserve night vision
• 10-year guarantee.

Distance t=0:

19 m

11 m

Distance t=0h30:

12 m

10 m

Distance t=10h:

5m

5m

Distance t=30h:

3m

3m

Specifications
Color: black and red, red case, black band
Three white LEDs and one red LED
Clip attachment system and removable elastic headband
Light source rotates 360° on ball and joint
Operates with two Lithium CR2032 batteries (included)
Degree of protection: IP 68 (waterproof down to -1 m).
Weight: 28 g including batteries
CE, ATEX certified (Ex II 3 GD Ex ic IIC T6, Ex tD A22, IP 68 T85°C)
Made in Malaysia
10-year guarantee

Logistical information
Sold individually in blister packs + cardboard
Sold by 10 units in a display box

Maximum distances which light remains visible:
3 white LEDs

flashing

Battery life:

70 h

Distance t=0:

3000 m

Distance t=0h30:

1500 m

Distance t=10h:

1250 m

Distance t=30h:

900 m

1 red LED

continuous

flashing

Battery life:

45 h

70 h

Distance t=0:

1000 m

1000 m

Distance t=0h30:

800 m

800 m

Distance t=10h:

500 m

700 m

Distance t=30h:

300 m

600 m

MYO series

Multi-mount red signalization light

TIKKA 2 - ZIPKA 2 series

e+LITE

DUO series

SiGNAL E05 P

SiGNAL - e+LITE

www.petzl.com

New products for 2010

SiGNAL, e+LITE

Logistical information

ULTRA series

Sold individually in blister packs + cardboard
Case quantity: x 54
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TIKKA ² - ZIPKA ² series :
- TIKKINA ²
- TIKKA ²
- ZIPKA ²
- TIKKA PLUS ²
- TIKKA PLUS ² ADAPT
- ZIPKA PLUS ²
- TIKKA XP ²
TACTIKKA series :
- TACTIKKA
- TACTIKKA PLUS
- TACTIKKA PLUS ADAPT
- TACTIKKA XP
- TACTIKKA XP ADAPT
Accessories for TIKKA ² - ZIPKA ², TACTIKKA

The new on-off switch allows the user to easily select the lighting mode for any
situation: long-range or long-duration lighting. On lamps with both white and red
lighting, pressing longer on the push-button switch allows the user to select the desired
light source. The last lighting mode used stays in the the memory for the next use.

• Red lighting
The TIKKA PLUS® ², ZIPKA® PLUS ² and TIKKA XP® ² have a red light, with continuous
and blinking modes, that can be used to help preserve night vision, to signal location,
or used in case of an emergency.

SiGNAL - e+LITE

Simple and practical, these headlamps are designed for an extremely
wide range of uses. Whether for sport or for around-the-house
activities, they are perfectly adapted to most every-day uses.
They represent an excellent combination of light weight, small size,
powerful lighting and long burn time.

• Switch with easy-to-use button

• Battery charge indicator
As an extra margin of safety, the TIKKA PLUS® ², ZIPKA® PLUS ² and TIKKA XP® ²
are equipped with a new battery charge indicator light; it comes on when the headlamp
illuminates for less than 5 meters and there is only 50 % burn-time remaining for
proximity lighting.

Distance
(m)

TIKKA 2 - ZIPKA 2 series

With this new generation of TIKKA ² - ZIPKA ² headlamps,
lighting performance has evolved significantly, thanks to the use of
new LEDs. These headlamps also benefit from a totally new concept
in functionality:
- the battery compartment is easy to use and opens wide, making
it easier to change the batteries
- the different lighting modes are accessed with a unique pushbutton switch

Perfect functionality

5m
0

50 %

Time (h)

• Performance LEDs
The range of TIKKA® ² - ZIPKA® ² headlamps is equipped with the very latest LEDs
and high-output LEDs.

• Wide Angle lens
The new Wide Angle lens for the TIKKA XP® ² is easier to manipulate, even while
wearing gloves: it opens and closes with one easy movement, thanks to the integrated
spring system.

MYO series

The new range of TIKKA ² and ZIPKA ² headlamps takes advantage
of all the expertise Petzl has acquired since the first LED headlamp,
the TIKKA, was introduced in 2000.

New products for 2010

TIKKA® ² - ZIPKA® ² series

• Battery compartment is easy to use

Modern design

The compartment also has a new closure system with grip points to aid with the
opening and closure of the battery compartment.

DUO series

• Close attention has been paid to design detail of the new TIKKA® ² - ZIPKA® ²
headlamps: new colors, transparent features, clean lines, etc. These headlamps
immediately catch the eye. They are more appealing than ever, day and night...

• Can be used on different mounts
TIKKA® ² - ZIPKA® ² headlamps are compatible with the ADAPT mounting system.
This kit allows the user to easily move the headlamp to different mounts: helmet,
shoulder strap, pack, etc.
Headlamps compatible with the ADAPT system carry this symbol.

• ZIP system with a retractable cord

ULTRA series

The ZIP was designed by Petzl to keep the size and weight of the headlamp to a strict
minimum. This exclusive feature also multiplies the options for wearing the headlamp,
e.g. on the head, around the wrist, or on any other solid support.
© Tony Lamiche
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SiGNAL - e+LITE

www.petzl.com

New products for 2010

TIKKA® ² - ZIPKA® ² series

TIKKINA® ² E91 PE - E91 PO - E91 PL - E91 PF
2 LED headlamp with two lighting levels
The TIKKINA ² headlamp is designed to meet everyday lighting needs. It has
two lighting modes (maximum and economic) to adapt light quantity to the situation.
It is also equipped with new, improved performance LEDs and a push-button switch.
The compartment now has an easy-to-use system that allows the user to very easily
change the batteries or to equip the headlamp with the ADAPT mounting system.

TIKKINA® ² DISPLAY BOX E91 PD new

Specifications
Colors:
- E91 PE: electric blue
- E91 PO: orange
- E91 PL: lime green
- E91 PF: French rose
Operates on three alkaline AAA/LR03 batteries (included)
Degree of protection: IP X4 (water-resistant)
Weight: 80 g including batteries
CE
Made in France and Malaysia
3-year guarantee

Pack of eight TIKKINA² headlamps in their display
Pack of eight TIKKINA² headlamps in their display: two TIKKINA2 electric blue,
two TIKKINA2 orange, two TIKKINA2 lime green and two TIKKINA2 French rose.
Display case ready for direct installation on a counter or shelf. Only one reference per
display and individual bar-codes for each lamp to simplify inventory management.

Specifications
Colors:
- E91 PE: electric blue x 2
- E91 PO: orange x 2
- E91 PL: lime green x 2
- E91 PF: French rose x 2
Operates on three alkaline AAA/LR03 batteries (included)
Degree of protection: IP X4 (water-resistant)
Weight: 80 g including batteries
CE
Made in Malaysia
3-year guarantee

Accessories
POCHE TIKKA® ² (E93990)
ADAPT TIKKA® ² (E97900)
ADAPT Clip (E00200)
ADAPT Universal (E00300)

Logistical information
Sold individually in plastic packaging
Case quantity: x 54

Logistical information
Light quantity:

23 lumens

Beam pattern:

wide

2 LEDs

continuous

Display containing eight TIKKINA² headlamps
Sold individually

maximum

economic

Battery life:

55 h

190 h

Distance t=0:

23 m

13 m

Distance t=0h30:

20 m

12.5 m

Distance t=10h:

15 m

11 m

Distance t=30h:

8m

10 m

ULTRA series

• Versatile and energy efficient:
- Two lighting modes (maximum and economic)
- 190 h light duration at economic level
• Easy to use:
- push-button switch
- battery pack is easy to open
- light beam can be aimed
- ADAPT system is quick to mount
• Two LEDs:
- 23 lumens (maximum level)
- shines up to 23 meters (maximum level)
• Reliable:
- push-button switch limits inadvertently turning on the lamp during storage
• Compact, light and comfortable:
- single compartment contains LEDs and batteries
- adjustable headband

E91 PO

MYO series

E91 PL

DUO series

E91 PF

TIKKA 2 - ZIPKA 2 series

E91 PE

18
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E94 PT

TIKKA® ² E93 PS - E93 PT

ZIPKA® ² E94 PS - E94 PT

Specifications

4 LED headlamp, three lighting modes
(two continuous and one strobe)
The TIKKA ² offers great versatility with its three lighting modes (maximum, economic
and flashing) which are accessed by a simple electronic push-button switch. In
maximum mode, the four LEDs deliver 40 lumens of light and provide enough light
to see over a distance of 29 meters. The economic mode optimizes battery life and
therefore provides a long burn-time of up to 120 hours. The battery compartment is
now hinged for easier access along with an easier to use closure system.

Ultra-compact 4 LED headlamp with retractable cord,
three lighting modes (two continuous and one strobe)
The ultra-compact ZIPKA ² headlamp is equipped with the ZIP retractable cord system.
This feature allows the headlamp to be worn on the head or wrist, or attached to any
other support, like a tent pole, etc. This headlamp is extremely versatile, thanks to
its three lighting levels (maximum, economic and strobe), which are accessed with
a simple electronic push-button switch. In maximum mode, the four LEDs deliver
40 lumens of light and provide enough light to see over a distance of 29 meters.
In economic mode, the lifetime of the batteries can be extended to up to 120 hours for
a long burn-time. The battery compartment is now hinged for easier access along with
an easier to use closure system.

Accessories
POCHE TIKKA® ² (E93990)
ADAPT TIKKA® ² (E97900)
ADAPT Clip (E00200)
ADAPT Universal (E00300)

Logistical information
Sold individually in plastic packaging
Case quantity: x 54
Light quantity:

40 lumens

Beam pattern:

wide

4 LEDs

continuous

Specifications

flashing

maximum

economic

Battery life:

90 h

120 hours

300 h

Distance t=0:

29 m

13 m

5000 m

Distance t=0h30:

23 m

12 m

4500 m

Distance t=10h:

14 m

11 m

4000 m

Distance t=30h:

6m

8.5 m

3800 m

• Compact, light and comfortable:
- 25 % more compact than the TIKKA ² headlamp
- single compartment contains LEDs and batteries
- ZIP retractable cord is adjustable
• Versatile and energy efficient:
- Three lighting modes (maximum, economic and strobe mode)
- 120 h light duration at economic level
• Easy to use:
- electronic push-button switch
- battery pack is easy to open
- ADAPT system is quick to mount
• Four LEDs:
- 40 lumens (maximum level)
- shines up to 29 meters (maximum level)
• Reliable:
- push-button switch limits inadvertently turning on the lamp during storage
- ZIP retractable cord is made of Dyneema® for excellent durability
• Compatible with lithium batteries:
- lighter than alkaline batteries
- better performance at lower temperatures

Colors:
- E94 PS: storm gray
- E94 PT: tropical blue
Operates on three alkaline AAA/LR03 batteries (included)
Compatible with lithium batteries
Degree of protection: IP X4 (water-resistant)
Weight: 69 g including batteries
CE
Made in France and Malaysia
3-year guarantee

Accessories
POCHE ZIPKA® ² (E94990)
ADAPT kit for TIKKA® ² - ZIPKA® ² (E97900)
ADAPT Clip (E00200)
ADAPT Universal (E00300)

Logistical information
Sold individually in plastic packaging
Case quantity: x 54
Light quantity:

40 lumens

Beam pattern:

wide

4 LEDs

continuous

flashing

maximum

economic

Battery life:

90 h

120 hours

300 h

Distance t=0:

29 m

13 m

5000 m

Distance t=0h30:

23 m

12 m

4500 m

Distance t=10h:

14 m

11 m

4000 m

Distance t=30h:

6m

8.5 m

3800 m

ULTRA series

• Versatile and energy efficient:
- Three lighting modes (maximum, economic and strobe mode)
- 120 h light duration at economic level
• Easy to use:
- electronic push-button switch
- battery pack is easy to open
- ADAPT system is quick to mount
- light beam can be aimed
• Four LEDs:
- 40 lumens (maximum level)
- shines up to 29 meters (maximum level)
• Reliable:
- push-button switch limits inadvertently turning on the lamp during storage
• Compatible with lithium batteries:
- lighter than alkaline batteries
- better performance at lower temperatures
• Compact, light and comfortable:
- single compartment contains LEDs and batteries
- adjustable headband

Colors:
- E93 PS: storm gray
- E93 PT: tropical blue
Operates on three alkaline AAA/LR03 batteries (included)
Compatible with lithium batteries
Degree of protection: IP X4 (water-resistant)
Weight: 81 g including batteries
CE
Made in France and Malaysia
3-year guarantee

TIKKA 2 - ZIPKA 2 series

E93 PS

MYO series

E94 PS

DUO series

E93 PT

SiGNAL - e+LITE

www.petzl.com

New products for 2010

TIKKA® ² - ZIPKA® ² series
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SiGNAL - e+LITE

www.petzl.com

TIKKA 2 - ZIPKA 2 series

E97 PM

E97 PP

The TIKKA PLUS² headlamp integrates two light sources for versatility: one white,
high-output LED and one red LED. The white LED delivers 50 lumens in maximum
mode and lights up to 35 meters. In economic mode, it can reach a burn-time of
140 hours. The red LED provides spare lighting to preserve night vision or to become
a strobe light for increased safety, for example in an urban environment, etc.
The TIKKA PLUS² can be used with lithium batteries to decrease weight or increase
performance in cold weather.
• Versatile and powerful:
- Three white lighting modes (maximum, economic and flashing mode)
- Two red lighting modes: continuous and strobe
- type of lighting (white or red) is selected by pressing for two seconds on the push-button
(the last mode used remains in the memory until the next use)
• One high-output white LED:
- 50 lumens (maximum level)
- shines up to 35 meters (maximum level)
- 140 h light duration at economic level
- specific Petzl lens optimizes the reach of the beam and maximizes versatility
• Easy to use:
- electronic push-button switch
- battery pack is easy to open
- light beam can be aimed
- ADAPT system is quick to mount
• Reliable:
- push-button switch limits inadvertently turning on the lamp during storage
- battery charge indicator light (comes on when the headlamp illuminates for less than 5 m and
there is only 50 % burn-time remaining for proximity lighting)
• Compatible with lithium batteries:
- lighter than alkaline batteries
- better performance at lower temperatures
• Compact, light and comfortable:
- single compartment contains LEDs and batteries
- adjustable headband

Headlamp with one high-output LED, one red LED and five lighting
modes (three continuous and two strobe) and ADAPT system
The TIKKA PLUS®² ADAPT headlamp is designed for those wishing to use the
headlamp on different mounts with the ADAPT system.
This system allows the user to attach the light body of the headlamp to different
mounts: on the elastic headband, a rigid surface (helmet, etc.), or to clip it on a belt, a
pocket, etc. This headlamp integrates two light sources for versatility: one white highoutput LED and one red LED. The white LED delivers 50 lumens in maximum mode
and lights up to 35 meters. In economic mode, it can reach a burn-time of 140 hours.
The red LED provides lighting to preserve night vision or to become a strobe light
for increased safety, for example in an urban environment, etc. TIKKA PLUS² ADAPT
can be used with lithium batteries to decrease weight or improve performance in cold
weather.

Accessories
POCHE TIKKA ² (E93990)
ADAPT TIKKA® ² (E97900)
ADAPT Clip (E00200)
ADAPT Universal (E00300)
®

Logistical information
Sold individually in plastic packaging
Case quantity: x 54

Light quantity:

50 lumens

Beam pattern:

wide

1 white high-output LED

continuous
maximum

economic

Battery life:

55 h

140 h

Distance t=0:

35 m

13 m

Distance t=0h30:

26 m

12 m

Distance t=10h:

15 m

11 m

Distance t=30h:

5m

9m

Maximum distances at which light remains visible:
continuous red

strobe white

strobe red

Battery life:

100 h

300 h

750 h

Distance t=0:

1000 m

5000 m

1000 m

Distance t=0h30:

950 m

4500 m

950 m

Distance t=10h:

850 m

4000 m

850 m

Distance t=30h:

800 m

3800 m

800 m

You can find the EAN codes for products and accessories on page 68

• Versatile and powerful:
- three white lighting modes (maximum, economic and strobe mode)
- two red lighting modes: continuous and strobe
- type of lighting (white or red) is selected by pressing for two seconds on the push-button
(the last mode used remains in the memory until the next use)
• One high-output white LED:
- 50 lumens (maximum mode)
- shines up to 35 meters (maximum mode)
- 140 h light duration on economic mode
- specific Petzl lens optimizes the reach of the beam and maximizes versatility
• The light source can be attached to multiple mounts:
- the ADAPT system allows the light body to be removed from the headband and attached to a
belt or jacket with the clip mount, or to a helmet or other hard surface with the adhesive mount
• Easy to use:
- electronic push-button switch
- battery pack is easy to open
- light beam can be aimed
• Reliable:
- push-button switch limits inadvertently turning on the lamp during storage
- battery charge indicator light (comes on when the headlamp illuminates for less than 5 m and
there is only 50 % burn-time remaining for proximity lighting)
• Compatible with lithium batteries:
- lighter than alkaline batteries
- better performance at lower temperatures
• Compact, light and comfortable:
- single compartment contains LEDs and batteries
- adjustable headband
- top strap (included - not attached) for increased stability if needed

Specifications
Color: mystic gray with black headband
Operates on three alkaline AAA/LR03 batteries (included)
Compatible with alkaline batteries, rechargeable Ni-MH and Ni-Cd batteries, and lithium batteries
Degree of protection: IP X4 (water-resistant)
Weight: 101 g including batteries and headband
CE
Made in Malaysia
3-year guarantee

Accessories
SIGNAL (EO5 P)
ADAPT Clip (E00200)
ADAPT Universal (E00300)

MYO series

Headlamp with 1 high-output LED, 1 red LED and five lighting modes
(three continuous and two strobe)

Colors:
- E97 PM: mystic gray
- E97 PP: pistachio
Operates on three alkaline AAA/LR03 batteries (included)
Compatible with lithium batteries
Degree of protection: IP X4 (water-resistant)
Weight: 83 g including batteries
CE
Made in France and Malaysia
3-year guarantee

Logistical information
Sold individually in plastic packaging
Light quantity:

50 lumens

Beam pattern:

wide

1 white high-output LED

continuous
maximum

economic

Battery life:

55 h

140 h

Distance t=0:

35 m

13 m

Distance t=0h30:

26 m

12 m

Distance t=10h:

15 m

11 m

Distance t=30h:

5m

9m

DUO series

TIKKA PLUS® ² ADAPT E97 PMA new

Specifications

Maximum distances at which light remains visible:
continuous red

strobe white

strobe red

Battery life:

100 h

300 h

750 h

Distance t=0:

1000 m

5000 m

1000 m

Distance t=0h30:

950 m

4500 m

950 m

Distance t=10h:

850 m

4000 m

850 m

Distance t=30h:

800 m

3800 m

800 m

You can find the EAN codes for products and accessories on page 68

ULTRA series

TIKKA PLUS® ² E97 PM - E97 PP
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ZIPKA® PLUS ² E98 PM - E98 PP
Ultra-compact headlamp with retractable cord, 1 high-output LED,
1 red LED and five lighting modes (three continuous and two blinking)
The ultra-compact ZIPKA PLUS ² headlamp is equipped with the ZIP retractable cord
system. This feature allows the headlamp to be worn on the head or wrist, or attached
to any other support, like a tent pole, a bicycle seat post, etc. This headlamp integrates
two light sources for versatility: one white, high-output LED and one red LED.
The white LED delivers 50 lumens in maximum mode and lights up to 35 meters.
In economic mode, it can reach a burn-time of 140 hours. The red LED provides
lighting to preserve night vision or to become a blinking light for increased safety,
for example in an urban environment, etc. The ZIPKA PLUS ² can be used with lithium
batteries to decrease weight or increase performance in cold weather.
• Compact, light and comfortable:
- 25 % more compact than the TIKKA PLUS ² headlamp
- single compartment contains LEDs and batteries
- ZIP retractable cord is adjustable
• Versatile and powerful:
- Three white lighting modes (maximum, economic and flashing mode)
- Two red lighting modes: continuous and blinking
- type of lighting (white or red) is selected by pressing for two seconds on the push-button
(the last mode used remains in the memory until the next use)
• One high-output white LED:
- 50 lumens (maximum level)
- shines up to 35 meters (maximum level)
- 140 h light duration at economic level
- specific Petzl lens optimizes the reach of the beam and maximizes versatility
• Easy to use:
- electronic push-button switch
- battery pack is easy to open
- ADAPT system is quick to mount
• Reliable:
- push-button switch limits inadvertently turning on the lamp during storage
- ZIP retractable cord is made of Dyneema® for excellent durability
- battery charge indicator light (comes on when the headlamp illuminates for less than 5 m
and there is only 50 % burn-time remaining for proximity lighting)
• Compatible with lithium batteries:
- lighter than alkaline batteries
- better performance at lower temperatures

24

TIKKA XP® ² E99 PG - E99 PI

Specifications
Colors:
- E98 PM: mystic gray
- E98 PP: pistachio
Operates on three alkaline AAA/LR03 batteries (included)
Compatible with lithium batteries
Degree of protection: IP X4 (water-resistant)
Weight: 71 g including batteries
CE
Made in France
3-year guarantee

The TIKKA XP² headlamp integrates two light sources as well as a Wide Angle lens
with a simple open-close feature, allowing the user to choose between a long distance
focalized beam and flood beam proximity lighting. This headlamp is equipped with a
white high-output LED and a red LED. The white LED delivers 60 lumens in maximum
mode and lights up to 60 meters. In economic mode, it can reach a burn-time of
160 hours. The red LED provides lighting to preserve night vision or to become
a blinking light for increased safety, for example in an urban environment, etc.
TIKKA XP² can be used with lithium batteries to decrease weight or increase
performance in cold weather.

POCHE ZIPKA® ² (E94990)
ADAPT TIKKA® ² (E97900)
ADAPT Clip (E00200)
ADAPT Universal (E00300)

Logistical information
Sold individually in plastic packaging
Case quantity: x 54
Light quantity:

50 lumens

Type of beam:

wide

1 white high-output LED

continuous
maximum

economic

Battery life:

55 h

140 h

Distance t=0 :

35 m

13 m

Distance t=0h30:

26 m

12 m

Distance t=10h:

15 m

11 m

Distance t=30h:

5m

9m

Maximum distances at which light remains visible:
continuous red

white strobe

red strobe

Battery life:

100 h

300 h

750 h

Distance t=0 :

1000 m

5000 m

1000 m

Distance t=0h30:

950 m

4500 m

Distance t=10h:

850 m

Distance t=30h:

800 m

You can find the EAN codes for products and accessories on page 68

Specifications

Headlamp with 1 high-output LED, 1 red LED and five lighting modes
(three continuous and two blinking) and Wide Angle lens

Accessories

TIKKA 2 - ZIPKA 2 series

E99 PI

• Versatile and powerful:
- Three white lighting modes (maximum, economic and flashing mode)
- Two red lighting modes: continuous and blinking
- type of lighting (white or red) is selected by pressing for two seconds on the push-button
(the last mode used remains in the memory until the next use)
- focused or wide beam with Wide Angle lens
• One high-output white LED:
- 60 lumens at maximum level
- shines up to 60 meters at maximum level
- 160 h light duration at economic level
• Signalisation:
- flashing modes for communicating a need for rescue or alerting others in urban
environments
- integrated whistle aids calling for help during daytime or when visibility is limited
• Easy to use:
- electronic push-button switch
- battery pack is easy to open
- ADAPT system is quick to mount
- light beam can be aimed
• Reliable:
- push-button switch limits inadvertently turning on the lamp during storage
- battery charge indicator light (comes on when the headlamp illuminates for less than 5 m and
there is only 50 % burn-time remaining for proximity lighting)
• Compatible with lithium batteries:
- lighter than alkaline batteries
- better performance at lower temperatures
• Compact, light and comfortable:
- single compartment contains LEDs and batteries
- adjustable headband

Colors:
- E99 PG: graphite
- E99 PI: iris
Operates on three alkaline AAA/LR03 batteries (included)
Compatible with lithium batteries
Degree of protection: IP X4 (water-resistant)
Weight: 88 g including batteries
CE
Made in France
3-year guarantee

Accessories

MYO series

E98 PM

POCHE TIKKA® ² (E93990)
ADAPT TIKKA® ² (E97900)
ADAPT Clip (E00200)
ADAPT Universal (E00300)

Logistical information
Sold individually in plastic packaging
Case quantity: x 54
Light quantity:

50 lumens

Type of beam:

wide

1 white high-output LED

continuous
maximum

economic

Battery life:

80 h

160 h

Distance t=0 :

60 m

17 m

Distance t=0h30:

38 m

16 m

Distance t=10h:

18 m

15 m

Distance t=30h:

6m

14 m

DUO series

E99 PG

Maximum distances at which light remains visible:
continuous red

white strobe

red strobe

Battery life:

100 h

240 h

750 h

Distance t=0 :

1000 m

8400 m

1000 m

950 m

Distance t=0h30:

950 m

8400 m

950 m

4000 m

850 m

Distance t=10h:

850 m

7200 m

850 m

3800 m

800 m

Distance t=30h:

800 m

6300 m

800 m

You can find the EAN codes for products and accessories on page 68

ULTRA series

E98 PP

SiGNAL - e+LITE
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TIKKA® ² - ZIPKA® ² series
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E49 PC

TACTIKKA PLUS E49 P - E49 PC

TACTIKKA PLUS ADAPT E49 PA

3 LED headlamp with single lighting level and red flip filter

4 LED headlamp with 3 lighting levels and red flip filter

4 LED headlamp with 3 lighting levels and red flip filter and ADAPT system

The TACTIKKA headlamp is compact and lightweight and comes equipped with a red
flip filter which provides discreet lighting. With three LEDs and a single lighting level,
it is simple to use and provides powerful lighting with ample burn time. Its beam can
be aimed in the desired direction, for example to check equipment.

The TACTIKKA PLUS is designed for users who practices activities such as hunting,
fishing or exploring nature on a regular basis For this purpose, it has three lighting
levels and a strobe mode for signaling the user’s location. The lighting mode is
selected using the easy-to-use button, adjusting quickly and easily to the situation
by favoring either brightness or burn time (up to 150 hours). The red filter ensures
discreet lighting and can be used quickly and easily when necessary. Its beam can be
easily oriented with one hand, for example when replacing a hook.

The TACTIKKA PLUS ADAPT headlamp is designed for someone wanting to use the
headlamp on different mounts with the ADAPT system. This system allows the light
body to be attached interchangeably to its elastic headband, or to a hard surface
(helmet, etc.), or to be clipped onto a belt, pocket, etc. With three lighting levels,
a strobe mode and red flip filter, this lamp is meant for intensive use in the outdoors
(fishing, hunting, observation, etc.). Its beam can be easily oriented with one hand,
for example when reading a map.

• Discreet lighting preserving night vision:
- red filter covers LEDs
- easy transition between red and white lighting with flip filter
• Lighting level can be adjusted to help conserve battery life:
- four LEDs produce flood beam lighting with a long burn time
- three lighting levels (maximum, optimum, economic).
- two lighting modes (continuous and strobe).
• Compact and lightweight:
- single compartment contains LED and batteries
- 78 g including batteries
• Practical:
- beam can be easily aimed where needed
- comfortable and adjustable elastic headband

• The light source can be attached to multiple mounts:
- the ADAPT system allows the light body to be removed from the headband and attached
to a belt or jacket with the clip mount or to a helmet or other hard surface with the adhesive
mount.
• Discreet lighting preserving night vision:
- red filter covers LEDs
- easy transition between red and white lighting with flip filter
• Lighting level can be adjusted to help conserve battery life:
- four LEDs produce flood beam lighting with a long burn time
- three lighting levels (maximum, optimum, economic)
- two lighting modes (continuous and strobe).
• Practical:
- beam can be easily aimed where needed
- comfortable and adjustable elastic headband

®

Discreet lighting preserving night vision:
- red filter covers LEDs
- easy transition between red and white lighting with flip filter
• Long burn time:
- three LEDs produce flood beam lighting with a long burn time
• Compact and lightweight:
- single compartment contains LED and batteries
- 78 g including batteries
• Easy to use and practical:
- one lighting level
- beam can be easily aimed where needed
- comfortable and adjustable elastic headband

Specifications
Available in two colors:
- E46 P2: black, solid black band
- E46 PC2: olive drab, camouflage band
Red filter made of impact resistant polycarbonate
Operates on three AAA/LR03 batteries (included)
Degree of protection: IP X4 (water-resistant)
Weight: 78 g including batteries
CE
Made in France
3-year guarantee

Specifications

Specifications

Available in two colors:
- E49 P: black, solid black band
- E49 PC: olive drab, camouflage band
Red filter made of impact resistant polycarbonate
Operates on three AAA/LR03 batteries (included)
Degree of protection: IP X4 (water-resistant)
Weight: 78 g including batteries
CE
Made in France
3-year guarantee

Accessories
ADAPT-TIKKA family (E86900)
POCHE TIKKA (E43990)
CROCHLAMP S (E04350)
CROCHLAMP L (E04405)

Color: black, solid black band
Red filter made of impact resistant polycarbonate
Operates on three AAA/LR03 batteries (included)
Degree of protection: IP X4 (water-resistant)
Weight: 92 g including batteries
CE
Made in France
3-year guarantee

Accessories

Accessories

CROCHLAMP S (E04350)
CROCHLAMP L (E04405)
POCHE (E12)

ADAPT-TIKKA family (E86900)
POCHE TIKKA (E43990)
CROCHLAMP S (E04350)
CROCHLAMP L (E04405)

Logistical information
Sold individually in blister packs + cardboard
Case quantity: x 52
Light output:

26 lumens

Beam pattern:

wide

3 LEDs
Battery life:

120 h

Distance t=0:

27 m

Distance t=0h30:

22 m

Distance t=10h:

14 m

Distance t=30h:

6m
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®

Logistical information
Sold individually in blister packs + cardboard
Case quantity: x 24

Logistical information
Sold individually in blister packs + cardboard
Case quantity: x 52
Light output:

35 lumens (maximum)

Beam pattern:

wide

4 LEDs

maximum

Battery life:

MYO series

E46 P2 - E46 PC2

100 h

optimum
120 h

DUO series

®

Light output:

35 lumens (maximum)

Beam pattern:

wide

4 LEDs

maximum

optimum

economic

economic

Battery life:

100 h

120 h

150 h

150 h

Distance t=0:

32 m

23 m

15 m

25 m

20 m

14 m

Distance t=0:

32 m

23 m

15 m

Distance t=0h30:

Distance t=0h30:

25 m

20 m

14 m

Distance t=10h:

15 m

13 m

11 m

Distance t=30h:

5m

6m

9m

Distance t=10h:

15 m

13 m

11 m

Distance t=30h:

5m

6m

9m

You can find the EAN codes for products and accessories on page 68

You can find the EAN codes for products and accessories on page 68

ULTRA series

TACTIKKA

E49 P

TIKKA 2 - ZIPKA 2 series

E46 PC2

SiGNAL - e+LITE

E46 P2

New products for 2010
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E89 PC

E89 PD

TACTIKKA XP E89 PC - E89 PD

TACTIKKA XP ADAPT E89 P

Powerful headlamp, 3 lighting levels, Boost mode and colored
Wide Angle lens
The TACTIKKA XP headlamp comes in colors for specific outdoor activities like hunting
or fishing. Its functionality, as well as its four Wide Angle lenses (red, green, blue and
transparent), make this lamp perfect for the demanding user. The sliding Wide Angle
lens allows the user to switch from a focused beam to a wide beam with one quick
movement. This headlamp has three lighting levels for any situation and a strobe mode
for signaling the user’s presence. It also has a Boost mode to temporarily increase light
intensity up to 50 meters, as well as a lamp body that can easily be aimed with one
hand. The battery charge indicator light allows the user to easily keep track of battery
life.
• Discreet proximity lighting preserving night vision:
- colored (red, green, blue) and transparent Wide Angle lenses included
- interchangeable lenses
- carrier for second lens located on headband
• A single light source that addresses multiple lighting needs:
- three lighting levels (maximum, optimum, economic)
- two lighting modes (continuous and strobe)
- flood beam for sharp proximity lighting (Wide Angle lens)
- spot beam shines up to 35 meters
- Boost mode: shines 50 meters for up to 20 seconds
• Compact and lightweight:
- single compartment contains LED and batteries
- weighs less than 100 g including batteries
• Battery charge indicator light:
- warns when the batteries are 70 % and 90 % discharged

Light output:

40 lumens (Boost)

Beam pattern:

wide or focused

Powerful headlamp, 3 lighting levels, Boost mode, colored Wide Angle
lens and ADAPT system

1 High-output LED

maximum

optimum

economic

Battery life:

60 h

80 h

120 h

Distance t=0:

35 m

27 m

18 m

Distance t=0h30:

30 m

25 m

17 m

Distance t=10h:

20 m

19 m

15 m

Distance t=30h:

7m

9m

13 m

Specifications
Available in two colors:
- E89 PC: olive drab, camouflage band
- E89 PD: desert tan, solid desert tan band
Wide Angle lenses (red, green, blue and transparent) made of impact resistant polycarbonate
Operates on three AAA/LR03 batteries (included)
Degree of protection: IP X4 (water-resistant)
Weight: 95 g including batteries
CE
Made in France
3-year guarantee

Accessories

The TACTIKKA XP ADAPT headlamp is designed for someone wanting to use the
headlamp on different mounts with the ADAPT system. This system allows the light
body to be attached interchangeably to its elastic headband, or to a rigid surface
(helmet, etc.), or to be clipped onto a belt, pocket, etc. This headlamp can adapt to any
situation: it has three lighting levels, a strobe mode and a Boost mode that instantly
increases the lighting strength up to 50 meters, for example sighting your vehicle from
a long distance. It comes with four interchangeable Wide Angle lenses (red, green, blue
and transparent) and can switch from a focused beam to a wide beam with one quick
movement. The battery charge indicator light allows the user to easily keep track of the
battery life.

Light output:

40 lumens (Boost)

Beam pattern:

wide or focused

1 High-output LED

maximum

optimum

economic

Battery life:

60 h

80 h

120 h

Distance t=0:

35 m

27 m

18 m

Distance t=0h30:

30 m

25 m

17 m

Distance t=10h:

20 m

19 m

15 m

Distance t=30h:

7m

9m

13 m

TIKKA 2 - ZIPKA 2 series

®

• The light source can be attached to multiple mounts:
- the ADAPT system allows the light body to be removed from the headband and attached
to a belt or jacket with the clip mount or to a helmet or other hard surface with the adhesive
mount.
• A single light source that addresses multiple lighting needs:
- three lighting levels (maximum, optimum, economic)
- two lighting modes (continuous and strobe)
- flood beam for sharp proximity lighting (Wide Angle lens)
- spot beam shines up to 35 meters
- Boost mode: shines 50 meters for up to 20 seconds
• Discreet proximity lighting preserving night vision:
- colored (red, green, blue) and transparent Wide Angle lenses included
- interchangeable lenses
- carrier for second lens located on headband
• Battery charge indicator light:
- warns when the batteries are 70 % and 90 % discharged

MYO series

®

Specifications
Color: black, solid black band
Wide Angle lenses made of impact resistant polycarbonate
Operates on three AAA/LR03 batteries (included)
Degree of protection: IP X4 (water-resistant)
Weight: 120 g including batteries
CE
3-year guarantee

Accessories

DUO series

TIKKA XP filter holder (E86750)
POCHE (E12)
CROCHLAMP S (E04350)
CROCHLAMP L (E04405)

ADAPT-TIKKA family (E86900)
TIKKA XP Wide Angle kit (E86870)
POCHE TIKKA (E43990)
TIKKA XP filter holder (E86750)
CROCHLAMP S (E04350)
CROCHLAMP L (E04405)

Logistical information
Sold individually in blister packs + cardboard
Case quantity: x 24

Logistical information

ULTRA series

Sold individually in blister packs + cardboard
Case quantity: x 52
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You can find the EAN codes for products and accessories on page 68

You can find the EAN codes for products and accessories on page 68
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ADAPT TIKKA ² E97900

POCHE TIKKA ² E93990

POCHE ZIPKA ² E94990

CROCHLAMP S E04350

CROCHLAMP L E04405

Mounting system for TIKKA®-ZIPKA® and
TIKKA® ²-ZIPKA® ² headlamp series

Pouch for compact headlamps

Pouch for compact headlamps mounted on
retractable cord

Headlamp clips for thin-edged helmets

Headlamp clips for thick-edged helmets

Specifications

Specifications

Hooks attach to the edge of the helmet
Made in France

Hooks attach to the edge of the helmet
Made in France

Logistical information

Logistical information

Sold in packs of 4
Case quantity: x 100

Sold in packs of 4
Case quantity: x 40

®

The ADAPT multi-mount system allows the light source
to be quickly and easily detached from the headband
according to the conditions of use. It attaches to
multiple mounts: on a helmet, the strap of a backpack,
a vest, a belt, etc.
• The kit includes three connection plates, an elastic
headband, a universal adhesive mount for attachment to
a helmet or any hard surface, and a clip (for attachment
to a belt, backpack shoulder strap, etc.).

Specifications
Compatible with all TIKKA - ZIPKA and TIKKA 2 - ZIPKA 2 series
headlamps.
Made in France
3-year guarantee
®

®

®

®

• Protects headlamps from impact and scratches
• Can be attached to a belt or the strap of a pack with the
webbing, or clipped on with a carabiner
• A spare set of batteries can also be carried with the light
• Perfect for holding other small items as well

Specifications

®

• Protects headlamps from impact and scratches
• Can be attached to a belt or the strap of a pack with the
webbing, or clipped on with a carabiner
• A spare set of batteries can also be carried with the light
• Perfect for holding other small items as well

Compatible with all TIKKA® - ZIPKA® and TIKKA® 2 - ZIPKA® 2 series
headlamps.
Not for headlamps fitted with the ADAPT system
Made in China

Specifications

Logistical information

Logistical information

Sold individually
Case quantity: x 120

Compatible with all ZIPKA® and ZIPKA® 2 series headlamps.
Not for headlamps fitted with the ADAPT system
Made in China

• For helmets that do not already have headlamp clips
- Four hooks for use with thin-edged helmets.

• For helmets that do not already have headlamp clips
• Four hooks for use with thick-edged helmets.

MYO series

®

TIKKA 2 - ZIPKA 2 series

SiGNAL - e+LITE

www.petzl.com

New products for 2010

TIKKA® ² - ZIPKA® ² series

Sold individually
Case quantity: x 120

Logistical information

DUO series

Sold individually in cardboard boxes
Case quantity: x 30

ULTRA series

Headlamps compatible with the ADAPT system carry
this symbol:
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You can find the EAN codes for products and accessories on page 68

You can find the EAN codes for products and accessories on page 68
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These headlamps emit two different beam patterns, allowing the user
to adapt the light to most situations:
- a wide beam for proximity lighting, e.g. for moving around in the dark,
reading a map, etc.
- a focused beam for long distance lighting, e.g. for locating a cairn
from far away, etc.

Versatile lighting for all situations
For even greater versatility, MYO headlamps allow the user
to adjust for short- or long-range lighting. To do this,
they offer two lighting options:
- proximity lighting (wide beam): this is obtained with 5 mm
cylindrical LEDs or one high-output LED and the Wide Angle
lens flipped up
- distance lighting (focused beam): with one halogen bulb or
one high-output LED and the Wide Angle lens flipped down

SiGNAL - e+LITE

MYO headlamps are specifically designed for serious activities, where
an excellent balance between size, performance and burn time is key.

New products for 2010

MYO series

These lamps are also designed for comfort and stability during activity.
They are particularly well suited for mountaineering and night running.

TIKKA 2 - ZIPKA 2 series

Stable and comfortable
Each Petzl headlamp is designed to ensure optimal comfort
in all conditions. Because of their wide headband, MYO
headlamps are also very stable on the head. A top-strap is
included to increase their stability and balance when needed.

MYO series

For even greater comfort, the remote battery pack of the
MYO XP BELT and MYOBELT SB 5 can be worn on the belt,
in a pocket or near the body when necessary. This option
reduces the weight carried on the head, and also prolongs
battery life in cold weather.

Quickly accessible Boost mode

DUO series

The Boost mode allows the user to quickly switch to ultrapowerful lighting for up to approximately twenty seconds,
no matter which lighting level is currently being used.
For this, simply press the Boost button. This mode is available
on MYO XP, MYO XP BELT and MYO RXP headlamps.

Locking switch

ULTRA series

The MYO series of headlamps are designed to ensure optimal
security from accidental operation. They are designed with
a locking mechanism which prevents the light from being
turned on inadvertently when carried in a pack, a pocket, etc.

© Tony Lamiche
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MYO 3 noir E27 PN

MYOBELT SB 5 E33 P

Hybrid headlamp: xenon halogen / 3 LEDs

Hybrid headlamp: xenon halogen / 3 LEDs

The two light sources of the MYOLITE 3 allow the lighting to be better adapted to
conditions: the three LEDs provide a wide beam for proximity lighting and ensure a
long burn time, while the xenon halogen bulb provides powerful, focused distance
lighting. The MYOLITE 3 has a bezel for adjusting the beam which also serves as an
on-off switch.

The MYO 3 black headlamp has two light sources. The first uses three LEDs to optimize
proximity lighting and long burn time. The second uses a xenon halogen bulb to
provide long-range lighting. The headband’s top strap makes this headlamp stable on
the head, and the bezel is easy to use with one hand. The latter allows the headlamp to
be turned on or off, and also allows the width of the beam to be adjusted as needed.

Hybrid headlamp: xenon halogen / 5 LEDs with 3 regulated lighting
levels and remote battery pack

®

• Hybrid light source to adapt the light to the activity:
- xenon halogen bulb for long-range focused lighting
- three LEDs for flood beam lighting with a long burn time
• Comfortable and practical:
- comfortable and adjustable elastic headband
- bezel: turning on the lamp and adjusting the zoom can be done in the same movement
- xenon halogen beam can be focused
- bezel is easy to use, even when wearing gloves
- light beam can be aimed

• Hybrid light source to adapt the light to the activity:
- xenon halogen bulb for long-range focused lighting
- three LEDs for flood beam lighting with a long burn time
• Comfortable and practical:
- comfortable and adjustable elastic headband with top strap
- bezel: turning on the lamp and adjusting the zoom can be done in the same movement
- xenon halogen beam can be focused
- bezel is easy to use, even when wearing gloves
- light beam can be aimed

Specifications

Specifications

Color: beige / plum, gray and plum band
Spare standard bulb included
Operates on three AA / LR6 batteries (included)
Degree of protection: IP X4 (water-resistant)
Weight: 185 g including batteries
CE
Made in France
3-year guarantee

Color: black, solid black band
Batteries and spare halogen bulb included
Operates on four AA / LR6 batteries (included)
Degree of protection: IP X4 (water-resistant)
Weight: 240 g including batteries
CE
Made in France
3-year guarantee

Accessories

Accessories

TOPSTRAP (E32999)
POCHE (E12)
CROCHLAMP S (E04350)
CROCHLAMP L (E04405)

POCHE (E12)
CROCHLAMP S (E04350)
CROCHLAMP L (E04405)

Light output:

20 lumens (xenon halogen)

Beam pattern:

wide or focused

130 h

Distance t=0:

25 m

Distance t=0h30:

22 m

Distance t=10h:

19 m

Distance t=30h:

10 m

Xenon halogen (focused beam)
Battery life:

3 h 30

Distance t=0:

76 m

Distance t=0h30:

50 m

34

5 LEDs (wide beam)

maximum

optimum

economic

Total battery life:

70 h

80 h

90 h

Reserve battery life:

64 h

50 h

15 h

Distance t=0:

28 m --> 6 h

17 m --> 30 h

14 m --> 75 h

Distance t=0h30:

28 m

17 m

14 m

Distance t=10h:

-

17 m

14 m

Distance t=30h:

-

17 m

14 m

Xenon halogen (focused beam)
Battery life:

4h

Distance t=0:

90 m

Distance t=0h30:

60 m

40 lumens (xenon halogen)

Beam pattern:

wide or focused

Accessories

Battery life:

130 h

Logistical information

Distance t=0:

25 m

Distance t=0h30:

22 m

Sold individually in blister packs + cardboard
Case quantity: x 30

Distance t=10h:

19 m

Distance t=30h:

10 m

POCHE (E12)
CROCHLAMP S (E04350)
CROCHLAMP L (E04405)

Xenon halogen (focused beam)
Battery life:

4h

Distance t=0:

90 m

Distance t=0h30:

60 m

ULTRA series

Battery life:

wide or focused

Color: dark blue and sky blue / orange, black band with sky blue and orange pattern
Spare 6 V xenon halogen bulb included
Operates on four AA / LR6 batteries (included)
Degree of protection: IP X4 (water-resistant)
Weight: 255 g including batteries, 105 g on head
CE
Made in France
3-year guarantee

Light output:

3 LEDs (wide beam)

3 LEDs (wide beam)

Beam pattern:

DUO series

Sold individually in blister packs + cardboard
Case quantity: x 30

Sold individually in blister packs + cardboard
Case quantity: x 24

• Hybrid light source to adapt the light to the activity:
- xenon halogen bulb for long-range focused lighting
- five LEDs for flood beam lighting with a long burn time
• LED proximity lighting:
- three lighting levels: optimum, maximum, economic
- 14 LED regulated for a constant level of lighting until the batteries are almost discharged
- automatically switches to reserve power mode when batteries are weak
• Lightweight and comfortable on the head:
- remote battery pack reduces the weight worn on the head to 105 g
- top strap holds headlamp on the head if power cable is pulled
• Batteries protected against the cold:
- worn under clothing, the remote battery pack protects the batteries from the cold,
helping to conserve their energy
• Practical:
- xenon halogen beam can be focused
- turning on the lamp and adjusting the zoom can be done in the same movement
- bezel is easy to use, even when wearing gloves

40 lumens (xenon halogen)

Specifications

Logistical information

Logistical information

With two light sources and 3 lighting levels, the MYOBELT SB 5 headlamp is designed
for the most demanding user. Its remote battery pack reduces the weight worn on the
head and protects the batteries from the cold to prolong their burn time. This headlamp
integrates two light sources: LEDs for proximity lighting with ample burn time and a
xenon halogen bulb for distance lighting. Proximity lighting can be adapted to a variety
of situations and regulated to provide a constant level of lighting. The different lighting
modes are easy to select with the bezel, using just one hand.

Light output:

MYO series

MYOLITE 3 E32 P

TIKKA 2 - ZIPKA 2 series
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Powerful headlamp, 3 lighting levels, Boost mode and Wide Angle lens

Light output:

150 lumens (Boost), 85 lumens (maximum)

The MYO XP headlamp was developed for high-level performance. To do this, it uses
a high-output LED, a Wide Angle lens, three constant lighting levels and a strobe
mode. This headlamp provides powerful lighting that can be adapted to the situation
and the activity. The Wide Angle lens option is useful for instantly switching between
long-range and proximity lighting. If necessary, it is possible to occasionally increase
the light output to 150 lumens with the Boost mode (to locate a person, a car, etc.).
To efficiently manage battery life, this headlamp comes with a battery charge indicator
light.

Beam pattern:

wide or focused

• High-output lighting:
- 150 lumens (Boost mode), 85 lumens (maximum level)
- shines up to 97 meters (Boost mode)
• Headlamp can adapt to your lighting needed:
- ability to adapt the light’s brightness to the activity: three lighting levels
(maximum, optimum, economic)
- Wide Angle lens allows to quickly switch from flood beam proximity lighting to focused
long-distance lighting in a single movement
- Boost mode increases power if needed, while optimizing energy consumption and weight
(175 g including batteries)
- with strobe mode
- perfect for endurance-oriented activities: 180 h light duration at economic level
- light body is tiltable to direct the light beam where needed
• Comfortable and stable:
- compact design
- adjustable elastic headband
- top strap included (not attached) for increased stability if needed
• Reliable and durable:
- battery charge indicator light: warns when the batteries are 70 % and 90 % discharged
- switches are protected from accidental operation when light body is in upright position
- bulb does not need to be replaced
- water resistant for all-weather use

Powerful headlamp, 3 lighting levels, Boost mode,
wide Angle lens and remote battery pack

1 High-output LED

maximum

optimum

economic

Battery life:

80 h

100 h

180 h

Distance t=0:

72 m

54 m

34 m

Distance t=0h30:

59 m

47 m

31 m

Distance t=10h:

39 m

36 m

27 m

Distance t=30h:

16 m

21 m

24 m

Specifications
Color: dark gray, black band with gray pattern
Wide Angle Lens made of impact resistant polycarbonate
Operates on three AA / LR6 batteries (included)
Degree of protection: IP X4 (water-resistant)
Weight: 175 g including batteries
CE
Made in France
3-year guarantee

The MYO XP BELT headlamp evolved from the MYO XP. Its remote battery pack
reduces the weight worn on the head to 75 g and protects the batteries from the cold
to prolong their burn time. This lamp has all the features required for intensive use in
any conditions: a high-output LED for powerful lighting, an optional Wide Angle lens
for switching between a wide and a narrow beam, three constant lighting levels,
a strobe mode for signaling, a Boost mode of 150 lumens, and a battery charge
indicator light.
• High-output lighting:
- 150 lumens (Boost mode), 85 lumens (maximum level)
- shines up to 97 meters (Boost mode)
• Headlamp can adapt to your lighting needed:
- ability to adapt the light’s brightness to the activity: three lighting levels
(maximum, optimum, economic)
- Wide Angle lens allows to quickly switch from flood beam proximity lighting to focused
long-distance lighting in a single movement
- Boost mode increases power if needed, while optimizing energy consumption and weight
(220 g including batteries)
- with strobe mode
- perfect for endurance-oriented activities: 180 h light duration at economic level
- light body is tiltable to direct the light beam where needed
- energy source can be quickly changed: quick and easy connector system links the battery
pack to the headlamp
• Designed for use in cold temperatures and reduces the weight worn on the head:
- battery pack can be worn under clothing to help conserve battery power
- weight worn on the head is reduced to 75 g
• Comfortable and stable:
- compact design
- adjustable elastic headband
- top strap holds headlamp on the head if power cable is pulled
• Reliable and durable:
- battery charge indicator light: warns when the batteries are 70 % and 90 % discharged
- switches are protected from accidental operation when light body is in upright position
- bulb does not need to be replaced
- water resistant for all-weather use

Light output:

150 lumens (Boost), 85 lumens (maximum)

Beam pattern:

wide or focused

1 High-output LED

maximum

optimum

economic

Battery life:

80 h

100 h

180 h

Distance t=0:

72 m

54 m

34 m

Distance t=0h30:

59 m

47 m

31 m

Distance t=10h:

39 m

36 m

27 m

Distance t=30h:

16 m

21 m

24 m

TIKKA 2 - ZIPKA 2 series

MYO XP BELT E84 P2

®

MYO series

MYO XP E83 P2
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Specifications

Accessories
POCHE (E12)
CROCHLAMP S (E04350)
CROCHLAMP L (E04405)

Logistical information

DUO series

Color: dark gray, black band with gray pattern
Wide Angle Lens made of impact resistant polycarbonate
Operates on three AA / LR6 batteries (included)
Degree of protection: IP X4 (water-resistant)
Weight: 220 g including batteries, 75 g on head
CE
Made in France
3-year guarantee

Accessories

Sold in packs of 1
Case quantity: x 24

POCHE (E12)
CROCHLAMP S (E04350)
CROCHLAMP L (E04405)
MYO XP BELT battery pack (E84100)

Logistical information

ULTRA series

Sold in packs of 1
Case quantity: x 24

36
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The MYO RXP is the first Petal headlamp that is regulated and programmable, allowing
the user to choose the order of lighting levels and to precisely adapt light output.
To do this, there are three lighting modes, for each of which the user can select the
power from among ten possible levels, from 8 to 140 lumens. This feature allows
the lamp to be programmed for the type of activity and the length of use. Maximum
power lighting would be suited for a short night run, for example; less powerful
lighting would help preserve battery life and would therefore be ideal for a multi-day
trek. This headlamp has Boost mode (160 lumens) and a strobe mode that can be
programmed. It is compatible with lithium batteries to optimize performance, even at
low temperatures. The Wide Angle lens offers the option of switching instantly from a
focused beam to a wide beam when necessary.

MYO XP BELT battery pack E84100

TOPSTRAP E32999

POCHE E12

• Quick and easy connector system links the battery pack
to the headlamp

Top strap for MYOLITE headlamps

Headlamp pouch

Specifications

Accessories
POCHE (E12)
CROCHLAMP S (E04350)
CROCHLAMP L (E04405)

• Increases comfort and stability
- elastic top strap attaches to headband

Water resistant for all-weather use.
Operates on three AA / LR6 batteries
CE
Made in France
3-year guarantee

Specifications

Logistical information

Sold individually
Case quantity: x 100

Sold individually
Case quantity: x 30

For MYOLITE and MYOLITE 3
Made in China

Logistical information

Specifications
Compatible with all Petzl headlamps.
Made in China

Logistical information
Sold individually
Case quantity: x 100

Logistical information
Sold in packs of 1
Case quantity: x 24
Light output:

160 lumens (Boost), 140 lumens (program level 10)

Beam pattern:

wide or focused

Program level:

Light output:

distance:

battery life:
reserve

total

no. 1

8 lumens

23 m --> 35 h

60 h

95 h

no. 2

13 lumens

28 m --> 22 h

48 h

70 h

no. 3

17 lumens

32 m --> 16 h

49 h

65 h

no. 4

25 lumens

39 m --> 10 h

50 h

60 h

no. 5

34 lumens

45 m --> 4 h

54 h

58 h

no. 6

51 lumens

56 m --> 3 h

53 h

56 h

no. 7

59 lumens

60 m --> 2 h

53 h

55 h

no. 8

71 lumens

64 m --> 1 h

53 h

54 h

no. 9

85 lumens

72 m

-

52 h

no. 10

140 lumens

77 m

-

50 h

Boost

160 lumens

97 m

-

-

FR0281 BLI

FR0231 BLI

FR0261 BLI

FR0241 BLI

CROCHLAMP S E04350

CROCHLAMP L E04405

MYOLITE bulbs

Headlamp clips for thin-edged helmets

Headlamp clips for thick-edged helmets

FR0281 BLI 4.5 V xenon bulb
FR0261 BLI 4.5 V halogen bulb

Specifications

Specifications

Hooks attach to the edge of the helmet
Made in France

Hooks attach to the edge of the helmet
Made in France

Logistical information

Logistical information

Sold in packs of 4
Case quantity: x 100

Sold in packs of 4
Case quantity: x 40

• For helmets that do not already have headlamp clips
- four hooks for use with thin-edged helmets

• For helmets that do not already have headlamp clips
- four hooks for use with thick-edged helmets

MYO bulbs
FR0231 BLI 6 V xenon bulb
FR0241 BLI 6 V standard bulb

ULTRA series

• Regulated power levels:
- constant lighting power
- automatically switches to reserve power mode when batteries are almost discharged
• lighting levels can be programmed to favor light intensity or battery life, depending
on the activity:
- three lighting levels can be chosen (choose from among ten levels between 8 to 140 lumens)
- choice of the order of activation of the three lighting modes
- strobe mode frequency can be programmed (slow, fast, SOS signal)
- user-friendly programming in three steps, using the two buttons
• High-output lighting:
- 160 lumens (Boost mode)
- 8 to 140 lumens (programmable levels)
- shines up to 97 meters (Boost mode)
• Compatible with lithium batteries:
- lighter than alkaline batteries
- better performance at lower temperatures
• Versatile and adaptable to a variety of situations:
- Wide Angle lens allows to quickly switch from flood beam proximity lighting to focused
long-distance lighting in a single movement
- Boost mode increases power if needed, while optimizing energy consumption and weight
(175 g including batteries)
- light body is tiltable to direct the light beam where needed
• Perfect for endurance-oriented activities:
- 95 h battery life with program level no.1
- lightweight: 175 g
• Reliable and durable:
- battery charge indicator light: warns when the batteries are 70 % and 90 % discharged
- switches are protected from accidental operation when light body is in upright position
- bulb does not need to be replaced
- water resistant for all-weather use
• Comfortable and stable:
- compact design
- adjustable elastic headband
- top strap included (not attached) for increased stability if needed

Color: dark gray, black band with gray pattern
Wide Angle Lens made of impact resistant polycarbonate
Operates on three alkaline AA/ LR6 alkaline batteries (included)
Compatible with lithium batteries
Degree of protection: IP X4 (water-resistant)
Weight: 175 g including batteries
CE
Made in France
3-year guarantee

MYO series

Powerful, regulated and programmable headlamp, 3 lighting levels,
Boost mode and Wide Angle lens

TIKKA 2 - ZIPKA 2 series

Specifications

®

DUO series

MYO RXP E87 P

SiGNAL - e+LITE
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This is why Petzl has come up with the DUO series of headlamps.
These headlamps are designed to be resistant to impacts, scraping,
dust and humidity. The design features of these headlamps make them
a high-performance option for lighting. DUO headlamps are waterproof
and have two light sources that can be aimed to ensure perfect distance
or proximity lighting, depending on the situation.
These headlamps are also suited for activities requiring total
waterproofness, like fishing, canyoning, water sports, etc.

Two light sources for greater versatility
DUO headlamps have two light sources to provide versatile
lighting
- the halogen bulb guarantees distance lighting for illuminating
a pit, a tunnel, a huge cavern, etc.
- the LEDs ensure substantial battery life and provide a wide
beam for proximity lighting for reading a map, preparing
gear, moving through a tight spaces, etc.

SiGNAL - e+LITE

When moving underground, lighting is vital. Lighting developed for
caving must guarantee total safety and stand up to extreme conditions.

New products for 2010

DUO series

The LEDs used by Petzl are chosen from the highest quality
LEDs available. They are carefully selected. They guarantee
a uniform beam and a completely white light.

MYO series

TIKKA 2 - ZIPKA 2 series

The DUO headlamp system can also be found already mounted
with acetylene lighting on the EXPLORER LED 14 helmet.
Acetylene lighting provides powerful proximity lighting that
is uniform and constant. Easy to refuel, this technology is
perfectly suited for long outings.

Headlamps for the most difficult conditions

ULTRA series

DUO series

DUO headlamps are designed for extreme conditions.
They are durable and waterproof to -5 meters.

© Serge Caillault / Centre Terre
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DUO LED 5 E69 P

DUO LED 14 E72 P

DUO LED 14 ACCU E72 AC

Hybrid waterproof headlamp: halogen / 5 LEDs

Hybrid waterproof headlamp: halogen / 14 LEDs
with 3 regulated lighting levels

Hybrid waterproof headlamp: halogen / 14 LEDs
with 3 regulated lighting levels and rechargeable battery

The DUO LED 14 headlamp is waterproof to -5 m. It is specially adapted for caving and
water sports. It has two light sources: a halogen bulb for lighting over long distances
with a focused beam, and 14 LEDs for proximity lighting with a longer burn time.
This second light source has three lighting levels, which are regulated to ensure
constant lighting. When the batteries become weak, the headlamp switches
automatically to reserve power mode.

With a NiMH rechargeable battery pack, the DUO LED 14 ACCU headlamp is designed
for serious cavers. This headlamp is waterproof to -5 m and has a halogen light source
for focused, distance lighting, and a second, 14 LED source for long-duration, proximity
lighting. The user has three regulated proximity lighting levels at his disposal. The lamp
automatically switches to reserve power mode when batteries are almost discharged.
The battery pack is quickly recharged using its wall charger.

• Rugged headlamp:
- durable construction
- waterproof down to -5 meters
• Two powerful light sources to choose from depending on the activity:
- halogen light for long-range, focused lighting with regulated zoom
- 14 LEDs for flood beam proximity lighting, with three lighting levels
w(maximum, optimum, economic)
• Constant level of proximity lighting with a long burn time:
- 14 LED regulated for a constant level of lighting until the batteries are almost discharged
- automatically switches to reserve power mode when batteries are almost discharged
• Comfortable and easy to use:
- adjustable and comfortable elastic headband
- on/off switch can be locked to prevent accidental operation
- light body can be tilted
• Space for spare halogen bulb in the light body of the headlamp

• Version of the DUO LED 14 with rechargeable battery:
- large capacity rechargeable battery
- charges quickly
• Rugged headlamp:
- durable construction
- waterproof down to -5 meters
• Two powerful light sources to choose from depending on the activity:
- halogen light for long-range, focused lighting with regulated zoom
- 14 LEDs for flood beam proximity lighting, with three lighting levels
(maximum, optimum, economic)
• Constant level of proximity lighting with a long burn time:
- 14 LED regulated for a constant level of lighting until the batteries are almost discharged
- automatically switches to reserve power mode when batteries are almost discharged
• Comfortable and easy to use:
- adjustable and comfortable elastic headband
- on/off switch can be locked to prevent accidental operation
- light body can be tilted
• Space for spare halogen bulb in the light body of the headlamp

Specifications
Color: gray/yellow, black band with gray pattern
Spare halogen bulb included
Operates on four AA / LR6 batteries (included) or with the ACCU DUO E65100 2 (optional).
Degree of protection: IP X8 (waterproof down to -5 meters)
Weight: 300 g including batteries
CE
Made in France
3-year guarantee

Accessories
MODU’LED 14 DUO (E60970)
ACCU DUO + EUR / US charger (E65 2)
ACCU DUO (E65100 2)
Wall DUO charger (E65200 2)
DUO 12 V car charger (E65300 2)
POCHE (E12)
CROCHLAMP S (E04350) / CROCHLAMP L (E04405)

Color: gray/yellow, black band with gray pattern
Spare halogen bulb included
Operates on four AA/ LR6 batteries (included), or with optional ACCU DUO rechargeable battery pack (E65100 2)
Degree of protection: IP X8 (waterproof down to -5 meters)
Weight: 300 g including batteries
CE
Made in France
3-year guarantee

Accessories

Logistical information

ACCU DUO + EUR / US charger (E65 2) / ACCU DUO (E65100 2)
DUO EUR / US wall charger (E65200 2) / DUO 12 V car charger (E65300 2)
POCHE (E12)
CROCHLAMP S (E04350) / CROCHLAMP L (E04405)

Sold individually in blister packs + cardboard
Case quantity: x 20
Light output:

40 lumens (5 LEDs)

Beam pattern:

wide or focused

5 LEDs (wide beam)
Battery life:

65 h

Distance t=0:

28 m

Distance t=0h30:

24 m

Distance t=10h:

20 m

Distance t=30h:

10 m

Halogen (focused beam)
Battery life:

4h

Distance t=0:

100 m

Distance t=0h30:

Specifications

70 m

Logistical information

67 lumens (14 LEDs)

Beam pattern:

wide or focused

14 LEDs (wide beam)

maximum

optimum

economic

Total battery life:

33 h

40 h

96 h

Reserve battery life:

28 h

23 h

26 h

Distance t=0:

34 m --> 5 h

26 m --> 17 h

15 m --> 70 h

Distance t=0h30:

34 m

26 m

15 m

Distance t=10h:

9m

26 m

15 m

Distance t=30h:

-

-

15 m

TIKKA 2 - ZIPKA 2 series

• Rugged headlamp:
- durable construction
- waterproof down to -5 meters
• Two light sources to choose from depending on the activity:
- halogen light for long-range, focused lighting with regulated zoom
- five LEDs for flood beam lighting with a long burn time
• Comfortable and easy to use:
- adjustable and comfortable elastic headband
- on/off switch can be locked to prevent accidental operation
- light body can be tilted
• Space for spare halogen bulb in the light body of the headlamp

Light output:

Halogen (focused beam)
Battery life:

5 h 30

Distance t=0:

100 m

Distance t=0h30:

75 m

Specifications
Color: gray/yellow, black band with gray pattern
ACCU DUO rechargeable battery + quick charger (E65 2) included:
- NiMH 2700 mAh rechargeable battery (4 elements)
- maximum number of charges: approximately 500
- recharge time: approximately 4 hours (with end-of-charge indicator light)
- 110/240 V compatible quick charger
Spare halogen bulb included
Degree of protection: IP X8 (waterproof down to -5 meters)
Weight: 380 g including rechargeable battery
CE
Made in France
3-year guarantee

Accessories

Sold individually in blister packs + cardboard
Case quantity: x 20

ACCU DUO + EUR / US charger (E65 2)
ACCU DUO (E65100 2)
DUO EUR / US wall charger (E65200 2)
DUO 12 V car charger (E65300 2)
POCHE (E12)
CROCHLAMP S (E04350) / CROCHLAMP L (E04405)

Light output:

67 lumens (14 LEDs)

Beam pattern:

wide or focused

14 LEDs (wide beam)

maximum

optimum

economic

Total battery life:

183 h

148 h

110 h

Reserve battery life:

179 h 30

138 h

47 h

Distance t=0:

34 m --> 3 h 30

26 m --> 10 h

15 m --> 63 h

Distance t=0h30:

34 m

26 m

15 m

Distance t=10h:

9m

26 m

15 m

Distance t=30h:

-

-

15 m

DUO series

Water proof down to -5 m and sturdily constructed, the DUO LED 5 headlamp is
perfect for water sports. Its hybrid light source can be directed to adapt the lighting to
the needs: halogen lighting for focused, regulated, long-range lighting; LED lighting for
long-duration proximity lighting.

®

MYO series

®

Logistical information
Sold individually in cardboard boxes
Case quantity: x 12

ULTRA series

®

SiGNAL - e+LITE
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Halogen (focused beam)
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Battery life:

4h

Distance t=0:

100 m

Distance t=0h30:

70 m

You can find the EAN codes for products and accessories on page 68
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DUOBELT LED 5 E73 P

DUOBELT LED 14 E76 P

Hybrid waterproof headlamp: halogen / 5 LEDs and remote battery pack

Hybrid waterproof headlamp: halogen / 14 LEDs with 3 regulated
lighting levels with rechargeable battery and remote battery pack

Specifications
Color: gray/yellow, black band with gray pattern
Spare halogen bulb included
Operates on four C/LR14 batteries (included)
Degree of protection: IP X8 (waterproof down to -5 meters)
Weight: 550 g including batteries, 140 g on head
CE
Made in France
3-year guarantee

SiGNAL - e+LITE

• Rugged headlamp:
- durable construction
- waterproof down to -5 meters
- worn under clothing, the remote battery pack protects the batteries from the cold,
helping to conserve their energy
• Long burn time:
- uses large capacity batteries (C/LR14)
• Weight worn on the head is reduced to 140 g:
- remote battery pack can be attached to belt or carried in a pack
• Two light sources to choose from depending on the activity:
- halogen light for long-range, focused lighting with regulated zoom
- five LEDs for flood beam lighting with a long burn time
• Comfortable and easy to use:
- adjustable and comfortable elastic headband
- on/off switch can be locked to prevent accidental operation
- light body can be tilted
• Space for spare halogen bulb in the light body of the headlamp

The DUOBELT LED 14 headlamp has a remote battery pack. This feature allows large
capacity batteries to be used without affecting comfort on the head. The headlamp has
a hybrid light source that can be directed: the first is equipped with LEDs for proximity
lighting with ample burn time, and the second uses a halogen bulb for powerful,
focused lighting. The user has three regulated LED lighting levels available to adapt
the light to different situations. Lighting automatically switches to reserve power mode
when the batteries become weak.
• Rugged headlamp:
- durable construction
- waterproof down to -5 meters
- worn under clothing, the remote battery pack protects the batteries from the cold,
helping to conserve their energy
• Long burn time:
- uses four large capacity batteries (C/LR14)
• Two powerful light sources to choose from depending on the activity:
- halogen light for long-range, focused lighting with regulated zoom
- 14 LEDs for flood beam proximity lighting, with three lighting levels
(maximum, optimum, economic)
• Constant level of proximity lighting with a long burn time:
- 14 LED regulated for a constant level of lighting until the batteries are almost discharged
- automatically switches to reserve power mode when batteries are almost discharged
• Comfortable and easy to use:
- remote battery pack reduces the weight worn on the head to 140 g
- adjustable and comfortable elastic headband
- on/off switch can be locked to prevent accidental operation
- light body can be tilted
• Space for spare halogen bulb in the light body of the headlamp

TIKKA 2 - ZIPKA 2 series

The DUOBELT LED 5 headlamp has a remote battery pack. This feature reduces the
weight carried on the head and improves comfort. The front of the headlamp has
two light sources: LEDs for proximity lighting to ensure ample battery life, and a
halogen bulb for distance lighting. The light body can be easily directed with one hand.

Specifications

MODU’LED 14 DUO (E60970)
POCHE (E12)
CROCHLAMP S (E04350)
CROCHLAMP L (E04405)

Logistical information
Sold individually in blister packs + cardboard
Case quantity: x 16

MYO series

Color: gray/yellow, black band with gray pattern
Spare halogen bulb included
Operates on four C/LR14 batteries (included)
Degree of protection: IP X8 (waterproof down to -5 meters)
Weight: 550 g including batteries, 140 g on head
CE
Made in France
3-year guarantee

Accessories

Accessories

Light output:

40 lumens (5 LEDs)

POCHE (E12)
CROCHLAMP S (E04350)
CROCHLAMP L (E04405)

Beam pattern:

wide or focused

Logistical information

350 h

Distance t=0:

28 m

Distance t=0h30:

24 m

Distance t=10h:
Distance t=30h:

Light output:

67 lumens (14 LEDs)

Beam pattern:

wide or focused

22 m

14 LEDs (wide beam)

maximum

optimum

economic

19 m

Total battery life:

295 h

305 h

430 h

Halogen (focused beam)

Reserve battery life:

285 h 30

270 h

220 h

Battery life:

11 h 30

Distance t=0:

34 m --> 9 h 30

26 m --> 35 h

15 m --> 210 h

Distance t=0:

100 m

Distance t=0h30:

34 m

26 m

15 m

Distance t=0h30:

80 m

Distance t=10h:

9m

26 m

15 m

Distance t=10h:

35 m

Distance t=30h:

-

26 m

15 m

DUO series

Sold individually in blister packs + cardboard
Case quantity: x 16

5 LEDs (wide beam)
Battery life:

New products for 2010

DUO series
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Battery life:

11 h 30

Distance t=0:

100 m

Distance t=0h30:

80 m

Distance t=10h:

35 m

ULTRA series

Halogen (focused beam)

You can find the EAN codes for products and accessories on page 68
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FIXO DUO LED 14 E63 L14

• Complete lighting solution:
- durable, lightweight and ventilated helmet
- electric lighting is lightweight and easy to use,
- waterproof down to -5 meters
• Two powerful light sources to choose from depending on the activity:
- halogen light for long-range, focused lighting with regulated zoom
- 14 LEDs for flood beam proximity lighting, with three lighting levels
(maximum, optimum, economic)
• Constant level of proximity lighting with a long burn time:
- 14 LED regulated for a constant level of lighting until the batteries are almost discharged
- automatically switches to reserve power mode when batteries are almost discharged
• Comfortable lighting and easy to use:
- on/off switch can be locked to prevent accidental operation
- light body can be tilted
• Space for spare halogen bulb in the light body of the headlamp

67 lumens (14 LEDs)

Beam pattern:

wide or focused

Hybrid headlamp for attachment to helmet: halogen / 14 LEDs
with 3 regulated lighting levels

14 LEDs (wide beam)

maximum

optimum

economic

Total battery life:

183 h

148 h

110 h

Reserve battery life:

179 h 30

138 h

47 h

Distance t=0:

34 m --> 3 h 30

26 m --> 10 h

15 m --> 63 h

Distance t=0h30:

34 m

26 m

15 m

Distance t=10h:

9m

26 m

15 m

Distance t=30h:

-

-

15 m

Halogen (focused beam)
Battery life:

4h

Distance t=0:

100 m

Distance t=0h30:

70 m

Specifications
Color: orange helmet, gray/yellow headlamp
Helmet available in two sizes:
- size 1 (E75 1): 48… 56 cm (505 g without batteries)
- size 2 (E75 2): 53… 61 cm (535 g without batteries)
Materials (helmet):
- shell made of injection-molded ABS (for scratch and impact resistance)
- liner made of expanded polypropylene foam (for shock absorption)
Spare halogen bulb included
Operates on four AA/LR6 batteries or ACCU DUO (not included)
Degree of protection: IP X8 (waterproof down to -5 meters)
Weight: 505 g without batteries
CE / UIAA
Made in France
3-year guarantee

FIXO DUO LED 14 responds to the needs of cavers looking to customize their lighting.
This waterproof headlamp is compatible with most helmets. It comes with an adapter
plate and drilling template for ECRIN and VERTEX helmets. It has two light sources that
can be directed: a halogen bulb for lighting over long distances with a focused beam,
and 14 LEDs for proximity lighting with a longer burn time. The LED light source offers
three lighting levels to choose from and has an integrated regulation system which
ensures a constant lighting level independent of the condition of the batteries. When
the power level becomes too weak, lighting switches instantly to reserve power mode
until the batteries are completely discharged.
• Rugged headlamp:
- durable construction
- waterproof down to -5 meters
• Two powerful light sources to choose from depending on the activity:
- halogen light for long-range, focused lighting with regulated zoom
- 14 LEDs for flood beam proximity lighting, with three lighting levels
(maximum, optimum, economic)
• Constant level of proximity lighting with a long burn time:
- 14 LED regulated for a constant level of lighting until the batteries are almost discharged
- automatically switches to reserve power mode when batteries are almost discharged
• Easy to use:
- on/off switch can be locked to prevent accidental operation
- light body can be tilted
• Simple and easy to install:
- adapter plate included,
- drilling template for the ECRIN and VERTEX included
• Space for spare halogen bulb in the light body of the headlamp

Light output:

67 lumens (14 LEDs)

Beam pattern:

wide or focused

14 LEDs (wide beam)

maximum

optimum

economic

Total battery life:

183 h

148 h

110 h

Reserve battery life:

179 h 30

138 h

47 h

Distance t=0:

34 m --> 3 h 30

26 m --> 10 h

15 m --> 63 h

Distance t=0h30:

34 m

26 m

15 m

Distance t=10h:

9m

26 m

15 m

Distance t=30h:

-

-

15 m

Halogen (focused beam)
Battery life:

4h

Distance t=0:

100 m

Distance t=0h30:

70 m

MYO series

The two-in-one SPELIOS is made up of a versatile helmet combining a shell with an
expanded foam liner and a waterproof hybrid headlamp. This product is suited for
cavers and canyoneers looking for a complete, durable and comfortable solution.
The hybrid light source delivers a powerful, focused beam (halogen bulb) or a wide
flood beam (LEDs), depending on the situation. For greater versatility, the LED light
source has three regulated lighting levels to ensure a constant level of lighting until the
batteries are completely discharged. Before total depletion, the batteries automatically
switch to reserve lighting mode for several hours.

Light output:

TIKKA 2 - ZIPKA 2 series

®

Caving helmet with hybrid lighting:
halogen / 14 LEDs with 3 regulated lighting levels

New products for 2010

DUO series

Specifications
Color: gray/yellow
Spare halogen bulb included
Operates on four AA/LR6 batteries or ACCU DUO (not included)
Degree of protection: IP X8 (waterproof down to -5 meters)
Weight: 180 g without batteries
CE
Made in France
3-year guarantee

DUO series

Accessories
ACCU DUO + EUR / US charger (E65 2)
ACCU DUO (E65100 2)
Wall DUO charger (E65200 2)
DUO 12 V car charger (E65300 2)

Accessories
ACCU DUO + EUR / US charger (E65 2)
ACCU DUO (E65100 2)
Wall DUO charger (E65200 2)
DUO 12 V car charger (E65300 2)

Logistical information
Sold individually
Case quantity: x 10

Logistical information

ULTRA series

Sold individually
E75 1: Case quantity: x 12
E75 2: Case quantity: x 10
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EXPLORER LED 14 E70 L14

ARIANE E50

ACCU DUO + EUR / US charger E65 2 ACCU DUO E65100 2

DUO wall charger E65200 2

Caving helmet with 3 light sources: acetylene, halogen, and 14 LEDs

Acetylene generator

Large capacity rechargeable battery for
DUO LED 5 and 14 with quick charger

Quick charger for ACCU DUO

Specifications
Capacity: can hold up to 400 g of carbide
Weight: 400 g
Made in France

Logistical information
Sold individually
Case quantity: x 8

• Large capacity rechargeable battery
- NiMH 2700 mAh rechargeable battery (4 elements)
- maximum number of charges: approximately 500
• 110/240 V compatible quick charger
- recharge time: approximately 4 hours
(with end-of-charge indicator light)
- for use in Europe and North America
(interchangeable wall plugs)

Specifications
Made in France
3-year guarantee

• Large capacity rechargeable battery
- NiMH 2700 mAh rechargeable battery (4 elements)
- maximum number of charges: approximately 500

Specifications
Made in France
3-year guarantee

Logistical information
Sold individually
Case quantity: x 30

• 110/240 V compatible quick charger
- recharge time: approximately 4 hours
(with end-of-charge indicator light)
- for use in Europe and North America
(interchangeable wall plugs)

TIKKA 2 - ZIPKA 2 series

• Complete lighting solution:
- durable and ventilated helmet
- electric lighting is waterproof down to -5 meters
• Two powerful electric light sources to choose from depending on the activity:
- halogen light for long-range, focused lighting with regulated zoom
- 14 LEDs for flood beam proximity lighting, with three lighting levels
(maximum, optimum, economic)
• Constant level of proximity lighting with a long burn time:
- 14 LED regulated for a constant level of lighting until the batteries are almost discharged
- automatically switches to reserve power mode when batteries are almost discharged
• Acetylene lighting is smooth, even and economical:
- multi-directional lighting
- economical fuel source
• Comfortable and easy to use:
- on/off switch can be locked to prevent accidental operation
- light body can be tilted
• Space for spare halogen bulb in the light body of the headlamp

• Practical:
- cylindrical shape: low profile for tight passages
- lightweight
• Durable:
- rugged nylon container
- rust-proof

Specifications
Made in France
3-year guarantee

Logistical information
Sold individually
Case quantity: x 10

Logistical information
Sold individually
Case quantity: x 10

MYO series

The EXPLORER LED 14 combines the ECRIN ROC, a very durable helmet with webbing
harness, with a waterproof hybrid light source, the FIXO DUO LED 14, and acetylene
lighting. Used with the ARIANE acetylene generator, this combination is sure to satisfy
the most demanding caver. The hybrid light source provides a choice of either a
focused long-range beam with its halogen bulb, or flood beam for proximity lighting
with its 14 LEDs. The latter light source offers three lighting levels and regulated
lighting. This system provides a constant light until it switches to reserve power mode
when the batteries become almost depleted.

Large capacity rechargeable battery for the
DUO LED 5 and 14

SiGNAL - e+LITE

www.petzl.com

Accessories

ACETO E18
Acetylene lighting with piezo ignition

• Mounted on a spring to absorb impacts in narrow passages, etc.
• Can be quickly removed, if necessary.
• Coated reflector for easy cleaning.

ARIANE acetylene generator (E50)
ACCU DUO + EUR / US charger (E65 2)
ACCU DUO (E65100 2)
Wall DUO charger (E65200 2)
DUO 12 V car charger (E65300 2)

Specifications
Weight: 95 g
Two acetylene jets included: low (14 liters) and high (21 liters) delivery
Made in France
3-year guarantee

Logistical information
Sold individually
Case quantity: x 10

Logistical information
67 lumens (14 LEDs)

Beam pattern:

wide or focused

Sold individually
Case quantity: x 30

MODU’LED 14 DUO E60970

DUO bulb

ACCU DUO car charger

Hybrid reflector + 14 LED module with
3 regulated lighting levels

FR0500 BLI 6 V halogen bulb

Logistical information
Sold individually
Case quantity: x 10
Made in France

• Replaces the 2-pin bulb or the MODU’LED on DUO
and DUOBELT headlamps
• Regulated 14 LED lighting, reserve power mode

Specifications
Weight: 8 g
CE
Made in France
3-year guarantee

Logistical information
Sold individually
Case quantity: x 22

ULTRA series

Light output:

DUO car charger 12 V E65300 2

DUO series

Specifications
Color: red helmet, gray/yellow headlamp
One-size-fits-all helmet: 53-63 cm
Material (helmet): polycarbonate shell for shock absorption
Spare halogen bulb included
Operates on four AA/LR6 batteries (not included)
Electric light: degree of protection: IP X8 (waterproof down to -5 meters)
ACETO light source produces 12 hours of light with 14 liter jet Powered by the ARIANE acetylene generator
(not included)
Weight: 725 g without batteries
CE / UIAA
Made in France
3-year guarantee

Lighting performance: see DUO LED 14
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www.petzl.com
ULTRA power headlamps

The ULTRA headlamp line is designed for extreme activities requiring
both long distance and wide-angle lighting at the same time; which are
essential for anticipating obstacles and complete freedom of movement
during activities such as orienteering races, treks, running, etc.
With a maximum brightness of 350 lumens, these lamps have an
exceptional weight-to-power ratio. The innovative and modular design
of the ULTRA BELT and ULTRA headlamps allows them to be easily
and quickly adapted to any situation; by increasing the battery life
or by changing the way the headlamp is worn, for example.

SiGNAL - e+LITE

Ultra-powerful headlamps designed for action
and adventure

The new generation of power LEDs combined with the
performance of the Lithium rechargeable batteries provide
powerful lighting at a lower combined weight. Maximum
brightness of 350 lumens and a battery life of up to 34 hours.
ULTRA BELT and ULTRA headlamps project a wide, longdistance, perfectly uniform beam.

New products for 2010

ULTRA series

Designed for action and endurance
TIKKA 2 - ZIPKA 2 series

To guarantee maximum comfort in any position, Petzl has
equipped the ULTRA and ULTRA BELT headlamps with a
new stabilizing device with a wide foam insert. Both flexible
and ergonomic, this device ensures comfortable and stable
positioning on the head. To quickly choose an appropriate
lighting level, the ULTRA BELT and ULTRA headlamps have
an intuitive rotating dial. The ULTRA BELT version keeps the
weight on the head to only 230 g.

MYO series

Dependable and durable

DUO series

ULTRA series headlamps are designed for moving on any
terrain and under any conditions.
They are shock-resistant, storm-proof (IP 66) and are
guaranteed, along with their rechargeable battery packs,
for 3 years.
For increased safety, it is now possible to verify the precise
power level remaining in the battery pack before use.
The ULTRA BELT and ULTRA rechargeable batteries are
equipped with a test button and indicator lights.

Modular design

ULTRA series

Petzl has designed an exclusive mounting feature for the
rechargeable battery pack. This system allows the battery
pack to be easily removed from its base for recharging
or replacement. This also makes it possible to adapt the
capacity of the battery pack to increase burn time or to
reduce the weight of the entire unit. The ULTRA extension
cord allows the battery pack to be removed from the ULTRA
lamp, reducing the weight carried on the head.
The remote battery pack can also be attached to the ULTRA
harness. All this can easily be done in a few seconds.
© Dave Wilis
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New products for 2010

ULTRA series

Pure Power by Petzl - Ultra-powerful and ergonomic headlamp designed for intense
activities such as treks and running. The ULTRA offers ultra-powerful, regulated
lighting (350 lumens) and a wide and intense beam that will last for the entire
activity. Designed for action, the ULTRA is held securely on the head. The ULTRA
is extremely reliable: in all weather conditions, with long burn-times, the power
level is easily verified. The ULTRA’s accessories allow the headlamp to adapt to the
user’s needs. Most notably, the optional extension cord allows the battery pack to be
disconnected from the headband to reduce the weight carried on the head.

ACCU 2 ULTRA: Lithium Ion 2000 mAh rechargeable battery (E55450)
ACCU 4 ULTRA: Lithium Ion 4000 mAh rechargeable battery (E55400)
ULTRA quick charger: quick wall charger (E55800)
ULTRA extension cord: extension power cord (E55950)
ULTRA harness: carrying harness (E55960)

Logistical information
Sold individually in cardboard boxes
Case quantity: x 8
Light output:

350 lumens (maximum)

Beam pattern:

wide and focused
maximum

optimum

economic

Total battery life:

2h

5 h 05

16 h 55

Reserve battery life:

30 min

20 min

10 min

Distance t=0:

120 m --> 1 h 30

80 m --> 4 h 45

40 m --> 16 h 45

Distance t=0h30:

120 m

80 m

40 m

Distance t=10h:

-

-

40 m

Specifications

Ultra-powerful headlamp, 3 brightness levels,
ACCU 4 ULTRA remote rechargeable battery
Pure Power by Petzl - Ultra-powerful and ergonomic headlamps designed for rapid
movement and endurance activities. The ULTRA BELT offers ultra-powerful, regulated
lighting (350 lumens) and a wide and intense beam that will last for the entire activity.
Designed for action, the ULTRA BELT is held securely on the head. The weight on
the head is reduced to a minimum (230 g). This is due to its remote battery pack,
which can easily be carried in a pocket or on the ULTRA harness. The ULTRA BELT is
extremely reliable: in all weather conditions, with long burn-times, the power level is
easily verified.
• Ultra high-output regulated lighting:
- 350 lumens
- constant lighting level, automatically switches to reserve power mode
when battery pack is almost discharged
- New generation power LEDs
• Designed for action and endurance activities:
- excellent fit on the head: compact design, flexible head mount stabilizing plate
and comfort foam, wide elastic headband and adjustable top strap
- compact light body
- rechargeable battery pack can be carried in a pocket or backpack, or on the ULTRA
harness; 230 g (lamp + cable) carried on the head, for a total weight of 495 g
- high-output rechargeable battery pack (Lithium Ion 4000 mAh): very large capacity
and excellent performance at low temperatures with Lithium Ion rechargeable battery
- easy to use: choice of lighting level with intuitive dial.
• Reliable and durable:
- lighting duration of 3h15 in maximum mode, plus 45 minutes in reserve power mode
- test button for rechargeable battery with battery level indicator,
- durable construction and storm resistant (IP 66)
- bulb does not need to be replaced
- lamp and rechargeable batteries are guaranteed for 3 years
• Versatile:
- three lighting levels: maximum, optimum, economic, to adapt the light to the activity
- light body can be tilted vertically to change light direction
- attachment system allows quick removal of battery pack in order to charge it or to replace
it, and to rapidly place the ACCU on the ULTRA harness,
- modular design: total weight of the unit can be reduced to 375 g with the high
performance, large capacity ACCU 2 ULTRA rechargeable battery (optional E55450)
- reflective sticker for battery pack.

High-output, extremely large capacity ACCU 4 ULTRA rechargeable battery pack (Lithium Ion 4000 mAh)
ULTRA quick charger: 100/240 V EUR/US compatible quick wall charger
Length of power cord: 1.30 m
Degree of protection: IP 66
Weight: 495 g (lamp 230 g + ACCU 4 ULTRA remote battery pack (265 g)
CE
Made in France
3-year guarantee

Accessories
ACCU 2 ULTRA: Lithium Ion 2000 mAh rechargeable battery (E55450)
ACCU 4 ULTRA: Lithium Ion 4000 mAh rechargeable battery (E55400)
ULTRA quick charger: quick wall charger (E55800)
ULTRA harness: carrying harness (E55960)

Logistical information
Sold individually in cardboard boxes
Case quantity: x 8
Light output:

350 lumens (maximum)

Beam pattern:

wide and focused
maximum

optimum

economic

Total battery life:

4h

10 h

34 h 20

Reserve battery life:

45 min

30 min

20 min

Distance t=0:

120 m --> 3 h 15

80 m --> 9 h 30

40 m --> 34 h

Distance t=0h30:

120 m

80 m

40 m

Distance t=10h:

-

-

40 m

Distance t=30h:

-

-

40 m

ULTRA series

• Ultra high-output regulated lighting:
- 350 lumens
- constant lighting level, automatically switches to reserve power mode
when battery pack is almost discharged
- New generation power LEDs
• Designed for action:
- excellent fit on the head: compact design, flexible head mount stabilizing plate
and comfort foam, wide elastic headband and adjustable top strap
- compact light body
- high-output rechargeable battery pack (Lithium Ion 2000 mAh): large capacity
and excellent performance at low temperatures with Lithium Ion rechargeable battery
- easy to use: choice of lighting level with intuitive dial.
• Reliable and durable:
- lighting duration of 1h30 in maximum mode, plus 30 minutes in reserve power mode
- test button for rechargeable battery with battery level indicator,
- durable construction and storm resistant (IP 66)
- bulb does not need to be replaced
- lamp and rechargeable batteries are guaranteed for 3 years
• Versatile:
- three lighting levels: maximum, optimum, economic, to adapt the light to the activity
- light body can be tilted vertically to change light direction
- modular design adapts to the situation to maximize burn time or minimize the weight
on the head,
- attachment system allows quick removal of rechargeable battery pack in order to charge
it or to replace it, and to reduce the weight carried on the head from 345 g (ACCU 2 ULTRA
lamp + battery pack) to 200 g by disconnecting the battery pack from the headband by
using the ULTRA Extension cord (optional E55950 l) and connecting it to the ULTRA
Harness, for example
- burn time is doubled with the high-output, large capacity ACCU 4 ULTRA rechargeable
battery pack (optional E55400)
- reflective sticker for battery pack.

Accessories

ULTRA BELT E53 AC

TIKKA 2 - ZIPKA 2 series

Ultra-powerful headlamp, 3 regulated brightness levels,
ACCU 2 ULTRA rechargeable battery

High-output, large capacity ACCU 2 ULTRA rechargeable battery pack (Lithium Ion 2000 mAh)
ULTRA quick charger: 100/240 V EUR/US compatible quick wall charger
Degree of protection: IP 66
Weight: 345 g (lamp with ACCU 2 ULTRA battery pack)
CE
Made in France
3-year guarantee

MYO series

Specifications

DUO series

ULTRA E52 AC
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ACCU 2 ULTRA E55450

High performance, large capacity rechargeable battery for ULTRA
and ULTRA BELT headlamps

Ultra-powerful headlamp, 3 brightness levels,
ACCU 2 ULTRA remote rechargeable battery

High performance, large capacity rechargeable battery for ULTRA
and ULTRA BELT headlamps

Pure Power by Petzl - Ultra-powerful and ergonomic headlamps designed for rapid
movement while keeping the weight optimized for the user. The ULTRA BELT offers
ultra-powerful, regulated lighting (350 lumens) and a wide and intense beam that will
last for the entire activity. Designed for action, the ULTRA BELT is held securely on the
head. The weight carried on the head is reduced to a bare minimum (230 g/8.1 oz).
To achieve this, it comes with a remote battery pack that can easily be carried in a
pocket or on the ULTRA harness. Design and durability - The ULTRA BELT is extremely
reliable: in all weather conditions, with long burn-times, The power level is easily
verified.

High performance 4000 mAh rechargeable battery for ULTRA and ULTRA BELT
headlamps. The new Lithium Ion technology offers a greater capacity for reduced
weight and excellent performance at low temperatures.

High performance 2000 mAh rechargeable battery for ULTRA and ULTRA BELT
headlamps. The new Lithium Ion technology offers a greater capacity for reduced
weight and excellent performance at low temperatures.

• Lightweight: 265 g
• Very large capacity and excellent performance at low temperatures, with Lithium Ion technology
• Integrated electronic protection circuit to prevent overcharging or completely depleting
the batteries
• Test button with power level indicator

• Lightweight: 145 g
• Large capacity and excellent performance at low temperatures, with Lithium Ion technology
• Integrated electronic protection circuit to prevent overcharging or completely depleting
the batteries
• Test button with power level indicator

Specifications

Specifications

Lithium Ion 4000 mAh battery pack
Maximum number of charges: approximately 500
Weight: 265 g
CE
Made in China
3-year guarantee

Lithium Ion 2000 mAh battery pack
Maximum number of charges: approximately 500
Weight: 145 g
CE
Made in China
3-year guarantee

Logistical information

Logistical information

Logistical information

Sold individually in cardboard boxes

Sold individually in cardboard boxes
Case quantity: x 12

Sold individually in cardboard boxes
Case quantity: x 20

Accessories
ACCU 2 ULTRA:
Lithium Ion 2000 mAh rechargeable battery (E55450)
ACCU 4 ULTRA:
Lithium Ion 4000 mAh rechargeable battery (E55400)
Quick charger for ULTRA:
quick wall charger (E55800)
ULTRA harness:
carrying harness (E55960)

Case quantity: x 8
Light output:

350 lumens (maximum)

Beam pattern:

wide and focused
maximum

optimum

economic

Total battery life:

2h

5 h 05

16 h 55

Reserve battery life:

30 min

20 min

10 min

Distance t=0:

120 m --> 1 h 30

80 m --> 4 h 45

40 m --> 16 h 45

Distance t=0h30:

120 m

80 m

40 m

Distance t=10h:

-

-

40 m

ULTRA series

• Ultra high-output regulated lighting:
- 350 lumens
- constant lighting level, automatically switches to «reserve» power mode when battery
pack is almost drained
- New generation power LEDs
• Designed for speed and endurance activities:
- excellent fit on the head: compact design, flexible head mount stabilizing plate and
comfortable foam, wide elastic headband and adjustable top strap
- compact light body
- rechargeable battery pack can be carried in a pocket or backpack, or on the ULTRA
harness; 230 g/8.1 oz (lamp + cable) carried on the head, for a total weight of 375 g
(13.23 oz)
- high performance rechargeable battery (Lithium Ion 2000 mAh): large capacity and
excellent performance at low temperatures with Lithium Ion rechargeable battery
- easy to use: choice of lighting level with intuitive dial
• Reliable and durable:
- lighting duration of 1h 30 in Maximum mode, plus 30 minutes in «reserve» power mode
- test button for rechargeable battery with battery level indicator
- durable construction and storm resistant (Storm proof IP 66)
- bulb does not need to be replaced
- headlamp and rechargeable battery are guaranteed for 3 years
• Versatile:
- 3 lighting levels: maximum, optimum, economic, to adapt the light to the activity
- light body can be tilted vertically to change light direction
- attachment system allows quick removal of battery pack in order to charge it or to replace
it, and to rapidly place the ACCU on the ULTRA harness
- increased burn time with the high performance, very large capacity ACCU 4 ULTRA
rechargeable battery (optional E55400)
- reflective sticker for battery pack

Storm proof IP 66
High performance, extremely large capacity ACCU 2 ULTRA rechargeable battery pack
(Lithium Ion 2 000 mAh)
ULTRA quick charger: 100/240 V EUR/US compatible quick wall charger
Length of power cord: 1.3 m
Weight: 375 g (lamp 230 g/8.1 oz) + ACCU 2 ULTRA remote rechargeable battery pack
(145 g/5.1 oz)
CE
3-year guarantee

MYO series

ACCU 4 ULTRA E55400

Specifications

DUO series

ULTRA BELT E53 AC2

TIKKA 2 - ZIPKA 2 series

SiGNAL - e+LITE
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New products for 2010

ULTRA series
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ULTRA harness E55960

ULTRA extension cord E55950

ULTRA quick charger E55800

Harness for carrying the ULTRA BELT headlamp’s remote battery pack

Extension power cable for ULTRA lamp

Quick wall charger for ACCU 2 ULTRA and ACCU 4 ULTRA batteries

Light, ergonomic harness designed for comfortably carrying the ULTRA BELT
headlamp’s remote battery pack. Worn close to the body, this sculpted harness is
completely adjustable to guarantee excellent comfort while remaining stable and
securely positioned.

The ULTRA extension cord allows the user to reduce the weight carried on the head
by disconnecting the battery pack from the headband and carrying it in a pocket or
connecting it to the ULTRA harness.

Quick wall charger for high performance ACCU 2 ULTRA and ACCU 4 ULTRA
rechargeable batteries (Lithium Ion technology).

Specifications

100/240 V EUR/US compatible wall charger
Recharge time:
- ACCU 2 ULTRA battery: 3 hours
- ACCU 4 ULTRA battery: 5 hours
End-of-charge indicator light
For use in Europe and North America (interchangeable wall plugs)
CE
3-year guarantee

Quick connector
Length of power cord: 1.1 m
Weight: 75 g
CE
3-year guarantee

Logistical information
Sold individually in cardboard boxes
Case quantity: x 21

Specifications

MYO series

• Very light harness: 208 g
• Sculpted fit for excellent positioning when active.
• Cable can be run through a center or side notch (left or right) and on the inside of the
harness so that it does not get snagged or damaged.
• Quick, precise adjustment of harness: sternum strap is adjustable in width and height,
shoulder straps are adjusted buckles with an attachment system for excess webbing.
• Expandable, zippered pocket for a spare battery, cell phone, an mp3 player, an e+LITE
emergency light, etc.
• Connection system for easy, quick removal of the rechargeable battery pack
• Shoulder strap hook for temporarily hanging the headlamp or for storing the headlamp
and harness together after a race.
• Attachment point for SiGNAL multidirectional emergency headlamp, allowing user to
visible from a distance while training.
• Strap for attaching energy gel pack.
• Also used with the ULTRA headlamp, thanks to the ULTRA extension cord

TIKKA 2 - ZIPKA 2 series

SiGNAL - e+LITE

www.petzl.com

New products
for 2010
Accessories

ULTRA series

Logistical information
Sold individually in cardboard boxes
Case quantity: x 10

Specifications

DUO series

Materials:
- back: polyester 3D mesh
- pocket: elastic mesh
- shoulder straps: coated mesh
- reinforcements: PVC
One-size-fits-all
Color: black
Weight: 208 g
Made in Vietnam
3-year guarantee

Logistical information

ULTRA series

Sold individually
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Spare parts

www.petzl.com

E00100

E43900

E00200

E43999

E00300

E44870

ADAPT headband

ADAPT plate connection for TIKKA family

ADAPT jacket + belt clip

TIKKA, SAXO elastic headbands

ADAPT helmet mount

Lens for TIKKINA, TIKKA, ZIPKA, TIKKA PLUS,
ZIPKA PLUS (clear)

E01100

E50250

Ceramic acetylene jet 14 l

Water distributor of carbide reservoir for ARIANE

E01108

E50320

Gas tube + jet

Water regulator screw + o-ring + spring for ARIANE

E01300

E50550

Ceramic acetylene jet 21 l

Gasket ring of carbide reservoir for ARIANE

E02990

e+LITE and SiGNAL elastic headbands

S92 S

S92 L

E03700

SPATHA S92 S - S92 L

Anti-slip sole

Knife with carabiner hole

Put these over any pair of shoes or boots for added
traction on icy, slippery surfaces.

Can be attached to a harness or a bag,
making it difficult to lose

• Rubber sole with six carbon steel points.
• Compatible with all types of footwear: street shoes,
sport shoes, boots
• Available in three sizes.

• Textured wheel at blade axis allows easy opening.
• Serrated blade on small version useful for cutting
webbing and rope.
• Smooth blade on large model with is ideal for cutting
bread and sausage.
• Stainless steel blade.

Specifications
Product
SPIKY PLUS 1
SPIKY PLUS 2
SPIKY PLUS 3
CE
Made in Czech Republic

Logistical information
Sold in pairs in plastic bags
Case quantity: x 10 pairs

Ref.
79510
79520
79530

Sizes
41
42 to 45
46

Specifications
Closed-knife size (weight): 98 mm (50 g), 120 mm (70 g)
Made in France
3-year guarantee
Color: orange (S92 S), blue (S92 L)
Materials:
- stainless steel
- nylon shaft

Logistical information
Sold in packs of 1
Case quantity: x 24

Tap of carbide reservoir for ARIANE

E50800

MICRO bezel

Double tube + clamp for ARIANE

E04900

SPIKY PLUS 79510 - 79520 - 79530

E50650

ZOOM, MEGA, ARCTIC, CHRONO, ZOOM ZORA,
ZOOM ZORA BELT bezel

E50900

E04999

E50974

A05050

E60100

E07250

E60150

E18100

E60200

E18170

E60650

E18180

E60655

E18270

E60750

E18300

E73900

E26610

E86860

E26615

E86700

E35620

E86880

E39900

E86890

E40250

E97700

E40620

E99100

E42100

E99200

Elastic headband for universal and specialized headlamps

Bracket to attach a MICROCLIP to a helmet

Jet bezel (after 93)

Filter + absorber for ARIANE

Water reservoir tap + tab for ARIANE

Lens for DUO, DUO BELT

Reflector for DUO, DUO BELT

ACETO piezo ignition unit

DUO, DUO BELT flexible bezel

Tube locator

DUO, ZOOM ZORA yellow battery pack

O-ring for acetylene jet

DUO, DUO BELT, ZOOM ZORA battery pack latches

ACETO jet cleaner

Maintenance kit for DUO, DUO BELT

ACETO fastener

Battery pack o-ring + silicone grease for DUO BELT

MYO bezel

Maintenance kit for TIKKA XP

MYOLITE, MYOLITE 3 bezel

SAXO bezel

ADAPT plate connection for TIKKA XP (E86 P)

TIKKA XP clear Wide Angle lens

SAXO AQUA gas absorber bulb holder

SAXO AQUA maintenance kit

SAXO AQUA bezel

TIKKA XP Wide Angle lens cover

ADAPT plate for TIKKA 2 - ZIPKA 2 series

Grey Wide Angle kit for TIKKA XP 2

Bracket to attach a MICROCLIP to a helmet

Violet Wide Angle kit for TIKKA XP 2

FR0490 BLI

6 V mini bulb for DUO, DUO BELT, EXPLORER,
FIXO DUO
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Accessories - Sapre parts

Accessories

T-shirt...

ULTRA display Z61012

ADAM Z43 B

Specifications

Men’s Petzl T-shirt

Pack of 12 “Power of Light” hats

Specifications

Specifications

Short sleeves, black
Sizes:
- S: Z43 SB
- M: Z43 MB
- L: Z43 LB
- XL: Z43 XLB
Material: 100 % cotton
Made in Bangladesh

One-size-fits-all
Colors:
red(x 3), blue (x 3), orange (x 3) and green (x 3)
Materials: 50 % wool, 50 % acrylic
Made in China

Plexiglas countertop or window display for ULTRA and ULTRA BELT headlamps
Printed visuals
Electric wall plug adaptor for headlamp
Sold individually (without lamp)

Logistical information
Sold individually

www.petzl.com
new

Sold in packs of twelve hats
Case quantity: x 12

Sold individually
Case quantity: x 30

new

CEINTURE Z10

ULTRA POP Z61013

Women’s Petzl T-shirt

Webbing accessory belt
with DoubleBack buckle

Specifications

Specifications

Promotional poster for ULTRA and ULTRA BELT headlamps
A2 (500 x 700 cm) format
Full-color double sided printing
PVC poles and nylon cord for attachment

Logistical information

Short sleeves, black
Sizes:
- XS: Z44 XSB
- S: Z44 SB
- M: Z44 MB
- L: Z44 LB
Material: 100 % cotton
Made in Bangladesh

Sold individually
Case quantity: x 50

Logistical information
Sold individually in a cylinder

KEY-RINGS C4005
Sewn webbing with spiral key-ring

Logistical information

Logistical information

Sold individually
Case quantity: x 30

PETER Z45 O - Z45 B

new

Men’s Rock T-shirt

TIKKA ² - ZIPKA ² series DISPLAY BOX E91 D
®

new

Display for TIKKA ² - ZIPKA ² headlamps
Cardboard display for eight TIKKA2 - ZIPKA2 series headlamps. Display for counter or
shelf. Space for eight headlamps in two lines of four, making it possible to display two
different colors or models of headlamps.

Specifications
Display for eight TIKKA ² - ZIPKA ² headlamps
Compatible with:
- TIKKINA²
- TIKKA²
- ZIPKA²
- TIKKA PLUS²
- ZIPKA PLUS²
- TIKKA XP²

Short sleeves
Orange:
- size S: Z45 SO
- size M: Z45 MO
- size L: Z45 LO
- size XL: Z45 XLO
Blue:
- size S: Z45 SB
- size M: Z45 MB
- size L: Z45 LB
- size XL: Z45 XLB
Material: 100 % cotton
Made in Bangladesh

Sold in packs of 10
Case quantity: x 400

PETZL banners Z96

Specifications
®

new

Logistical information

Logistical information

EVE Z44 B

BEANIE Z89100

Pack of 2 PETZL banners
Specifications

new

Petzl logo printed on durable, fire-resistant fabric (M1)
Attachment holes
Dimensions: 73 x 120 cm.
Colors: one white and one black

Logistical information
Sold individually
Case quantity: x 1

Logistical information
Sold individually
Case quantity: x 30

WENDY Z52 R - Z52 G

Logistical information

new

Women’s Butterfly T-shirt

Delivered flat with instructions for assembly.

Specifications
Short sleeves
Red:
- size XS: Z52 XSR
- size S: Z52 SR
- size M: Z52 MR
- size L: Z52 LR
Green:
- size XS: Z52 XSG
- size S: Z52 SG
- size M: Z52 MG
- size L: Z52 LG
Material: 100 % cotton
Made in Bangladesh

new

Logistical information
Sold individually
Case quantity: x 30
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Merchandising, T-shirt...

Merchandising
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Lighting performance
Measuring lighting performance
Petzl uses a rigorous and clearly defined protocol to evaluate the performance of our
headlamps.
The measurements are taken in the lab and are reliable, precise indicators of performance.
Results obtained in this way allow us to compare the lighting performance of many
different headlamps. Consequently, it is much simpler for users to choose a product for
their specific needs based on their own criteria.

Ingress Protection
Wide beam
The Wide Angle beam emits close-range light for activities requiring slower
movement: camping, bivouacking, walking.

Influence of temperature on measurements
The ambient temperature influences the performance of both standard and rechargeable
batteries. In order to maintain a stable testing environment and comparable results,
all measurements are performed at 20 °C.

The lumen
A lumen (lm) is a unit of measurement for the total quantity of light emitted (luminous flux).
The luminous flux is the total quantity of light emitted in every direction from a source of
light. Luminous flux is measured in the lab, with the help of an integrated sphere device.
This measurement is complementary to the lighting distance. Two light sources positioned
at the same distance can in fact shine with different intensities. As with lighting distance,
luminous flux diminishes as the energy source drains.
Petzl indicates the total luminous flux, thus providing the user with the maximum possible
output of each light.

When the light produced is lower than this level, we consider that the headlamp is no longer
usable, whether for walking, reading, or any other activity.

Special case: regulated LED headlamps
Focused beam

Before measuring lighting distance and burn time, it’s useful to have a definition of
minimum lighting, below which a headlamp is no longer effective, i.e., when the light no
longer provides satisfactory visibility.
Petzl has evaluated this illumination level to be equivalent to the light emitted from a full
moon on a clear night, or 0.25 lux.
This minimum lighting level is used as a reference for measuring lighting distance and
duration.

Light duration defined as the length of time that a headlamp illuminates at 0.25 lux or more
from a distance of 2 meters.

To measure this, the lamp is equipped with a set of new or fully charged batteries.
The lamp is switched on, and we measure the time it takes for the light to diminish to
below 0.25 lux.

The tests are carried out with five headlamps and two sets of standard or rechargeable
batteries identical to the ones sold with the headlamp (for headlamps sold without
batteries, quality alkaline batteries are used). The published results represent the average
of 10 measurements.

Minimal lighting

Duration/burn time

This beam concentrates the light to shine long distances and can be precisely aimed.
This type of beam is designed for activities requiring faster movement and route
finding: running, hiking, mountaineering.

The light duration measurement is:
the regulated lighting duration + the length of time that the light remains above 0.25 lux
at 2 m (survival lighting). This figure is consistently associated with
the corresponding lighting distance

Headlamps with Wide Angle lenses
The XP headlamps use new generation LEDs that produce a light that is both powerful
and economical. Exclusive to Petzl, the Wide Angle lens flips or slides over the LED to
widen the beam. With one quick movement, the headlamp can switch from a long-range,
focused beam to a Wide Angle proximity beam.

Hybrid headlamps
Headlamps that have two types of lighting allow the user to switch between light sources:
- halogen or xenon halogen for long-range lighting,
- LEDs for proximity lighting with long burn times
The Petzl advantage: the two light sources are separated to preserve the shape of the
halogen reflector and the sharpness of the long-range beam.

Lighting levels
Adapt the lighting level
Some of our LED headlamps allow you to choose between three different lighting
levels: maximum, optimum and economic. By choosing the power of the beam,
the user can adapt the light to the activity at hand. In addition to these three lighting
levels, there’s a flashing mode that’s useful for signaling (rescue, beacon, etc.) with an
exceptionally long burn time.

The shape of a headlamp’s light beam depends on the light source and on the lenses.
There are two types of beams:
- Wide Angle beams
- narrow, focused beams
Each beam also has a residual component, which is much wider than the main beam.
This peripheral light makes the headlamp more versatile and comfortable to use.
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Boost mode for even more power
With a high-output LED, the XP headlamps also have a Boost mode: by simply pressing
on the button, the LED shines 50 % more light than the maximum level for 20 seconds.
Boost may be activated anytime: when the headlamp is off or in strobe mode.

X = Not measured
0 = Not protected
1 = Protected against solids ≥ 50 mm in diameter
2 = Protected against solids ≥ 12.5 mm in diameter
3 = Protected against solids ≥ 2.5 mm in diameter
4 = Protected against solids ≥ 1 mm in diameter
5 = Protected against dust (limited ingress, no harmful deposits)
6 = Completely protected against dust
X = Not measured
0 = Not protected
1 = Protected against vertically falling water drops
2 = Protected against water drops (15° from vertical)
3 = Protected against rain (60° from vertical)
4 = Protected against sprayed water
5 = Protected against jets of water
6 = Protected against forceful hose-projected water
7 = temporary immersion (-1 meter for 30 minutes)
8 = prolonged immersion (deeper than 1 meter for period defined by manufacturer)

Special case: signal lighting

Lighting distance
This is the distance at which a headlamp illuminates greater than 0.25 lux.
For headlamps equipped with standard batteries, lighting distance decreases progressively
as the energy source is drained.
To accurately represent this decrease, lighting distance is measured beginning with new
batteries (maximum capacity for the headlamp):
- after 30 minutes of use (normal use)
- after 10 hours of use (continuous use through one night)
- after 30 hours of use

Petzl headlamps fall into two categories:

- Water Resistant = IPX4 or IPX6
These Petzl headlamps withstand the worst weather conditions: high humidity, snow,
torrential rain, sudden immersion, etc.
They work even when water enters the lamp body. Thanks to stainless steel contacts
and waterproof parts that protect sensitive parts.
If water enters the headlamp, it should be dried and the batteries changed.
The contacts should be inspected.
This applies to all headlamps, except for the e+LITE, the SiGNAL and the DUO line.

- Waterproof -1 m and -5 m = IPX8
0,25 lux

2m

t 0 t 0h30

t 10h

t 30h

t (h)

Petzl has also created a reference scale for being seen. For a signaling light,
the limit for being seen has been established at 0.00001 lux at 100 m away.

Regulated headlamps
2m

Types of beams

- Protection against solid objects

- Protection against liquids

According to.the reference scale for being seen with a signal light, Petzl considers that
visibility less than 100 m is insufficient for being seen and ensuring safety. The SiGNAL
is no longer considered visible after 40 hours of use in constant lighting mode or after
120 hours of use in flashing mode.

Adapting the light beam

The IP rating indicates the level of protection a product has against the entry of solids
and liquids. It is expressed as IP XX.
The first number indicates protection against solids objects. The second number indicates
protection against liquids.

0,25 lux

t (h)

Some headlamps
electronic regulating mechanism that maintains
t 0 t 0h30 are
t 10hequipped with ant 30h
a relatively stable lighting distance during most of the life cycle with both regular and
rechargeable batteries. Once the available electric energy is no longer sufficient,
the regulation automatically stops. The light level automatically decreases to a minimum
0,25 lux
2m
survival
level of light. Leaving the user with enough time to change the batteries.
t (h)

Some Petzl headlamps are waterproof. They can withstand an immersion of more than
30 minutes at -1 m to -5 m. If water does enter the headlamp, while changing the batteries
in a damp environment, it should be dried.
This applies to the e+LITE, the SiGNAL and the DUO line.
Please note: to maintain the waterproof properties of a headlamp, certain care and storage
guidelines must be followed.
Note: If sea-water gets inside, rinse the lamp thoroughly in fresh water and dry it.

Electromagnetic compatibility
All Petzl headlamps conform to the requirements of the 83/366/CEE directive concerning
electromagnetic compatibility: they will not interfere with any other CE-marked devices.

t 10h
t 0 t 0h30
For this type
of headlamp,
Petzl states the lighting distance obtained during the regulated
lighting phase.

Constant lighting level
The light produced by most headlamps decreases as the batteries weaken. On some of
its headlamps, Petzl chose to maintain a constant lighting level regulated with the use of
a electronic regulation system. This allows the light to stay at the same brightness until
the batteries are almost discharged. The light output then decreases automatically to a
minimum survival level of light. The burn time of the headlamp is therefore prolonged with
a low output light, giving the user time to change the batteries.

0,25 lux

2m

t 0 t 0h30

t 10h

t (h)
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LED lighting

Lenses

Lenses

Electric power
Because of the way they function, LEDs are polarized (cathode and anode). Therefore,
it is important to insert the batteries in the right direction. If they are inverted, the LEDs
will not work.
Lighting performance will vary considerably according to the source of energy used.

Light output
When LEDs are powered at the levels defined by each manufacturer, they generally have
greater output than incandescent headlamps.
LEDs (Light Emitting Diodes), or electroluminescent diodes, are the optoelectronic
components designed to emit light.
Some characteristics of LEDs:
- as opposed to a standard incandescent bulb, they don’t use a filament
- they consume less electricity and have a longer life than incandescent bulbs
- LED technology allows for a multitude of shapes and colors
Petzl headlamps equipped with LEDs first appeared in 2000 (TIKKA headlamp).
Petzl headlamps use two types of LEDs:
- cylindrical 5 mm diameter LEDs (ex: TIKKA, ZIPKA headlamps)
- high-output LEDs (ex: MYO XP, TIKKA XP headlamps)

Characteristics
Energy consumption
As opposed to standard incandescent bulbs, LEDs used in Petzl headlamps consume
less electricity. This increases the burn time of our headlamps.
Using the different lighting levels can help optimize electrical energy consumption.
By choosing the strength of the beam, the quantity of light can be adapted to the activity
and to lighting duration needs.

Brightness

Lifetime
The lifetime of an LED has been defined as the time up to which its flux remains above
50 % of its original. For quality LEDs, this lifetime is close to 100 000 hours at standard
voltage and current values. Under these conditions, the light output then becomes very
weak (for signal lighting, etc.).

Lenses are essential components for lighting. They allow the user to focus, to a greater or
lesser degree, the light emitted from sources such as incandescent bulbs, fluorescent tubes
or LEDs.
Lenses are fixed or adjustable and allow the user to adapt the light beam to the activity and
lighting needs.
Reflectors act like mirrors, reflecting light in a given direction. Whether parabolic or flat,
reflectors have an internal reflective surface with a mirrored appearance.
Lenses are made of glass or plastic and be used to produce relatively compact devices.
Depending on their shape, they can either diffuse or concentrate light rays.
Depending on the light source, Petzl headlamps come equipped with:
- a reflector (incandescent bulbs)
- a lens (LEDs)

High-output LED without lens

With Petzl headlamps, the electric current is controlled, to provide a stronger lighting level.
This allows an average lifetime of approximately 5000 continuous hours for LEDs.

Durability
With their molded, single capsule and their lack of a filament, 5 mm diameter LEDs are
resistant to impacts and vibrations.
Because of their design, high-output LEDs require additional protection from direct
impacts. The lens can provide this function.

High-output LEDs emit light around a 180° sphere. Lenses allow the entire beam to be
concentrated forward of the headlamp, at the angle required. Petzl lenses are designed
to maximize lighting efficiency in terms of output and beam uniformity.

High-output LED with lens

Wide Angle lenses

Reflectors
Headlamps equipped with an incandescent bulb have a specially designed reflector which
concentrates the light emitted by the source forward. This particularly affects the light
emitted to the sides and back of the bulb.

Headlamps equipped with lenses emit a powerful, narrow, focused beam for lighting over
long distances. To adapt this beam when there’s a need for wide-beam lighting, Petzl has
designed a retractable Wide Angle lens made up of multiple micro-lenses.

The shape of each Petzl reflector is designed to precisely to ensure maximum efficiency
in terms of output, beam uniformity, etc. Petzl reflectors are designed to limit imperfections
in the beam due to the shape of the filament, the quality of the glass of the bulb, or the
presence of two different light sources.
Reflectors are generally covered by a protective lens.
High-output LED with Wide Angle lens

LEDs are generally not as bright as incandescent bulbs. Their brightness decreases
as their batteries become weaker.
Brightness can be increased in two ways:
- by increasing the number of LEDs in the same headlamp
- by using an electronic device to temporarily increase the lighting level: Boost mode

Special case: cylindrical 5 mm diameter LEDs

E.g. The TIKKA XP headlamp with Boost mode increases brightness by 50 % above
maximum level for up to twenty seconds.

These LEDs are used in certain Petzl headlamps and are composed of a lens as well
as an internal reflector (support for light source). Because of this, they emit light at
a predetermined and fixed angle.

Color

For more efficient lighting, Petzl adds a silver-colored finish to certain light bodies
containing cylindrical LEDs.

For certain activities, like hunting or fishing, a colored light can be useful for discreet
lighting or for helping to maintain night vision. This can be achieved with filters.

Incandescent light without reflector

Incandescent light with reflector

E.g. red, green or blue filters for the TACTIKKA XP headlamp.

Lens characteristics
LEDs don’t all have the same optic characteristics:
- Cylindrical, 5 mm diameter LEDs have an integrated lens. They don’t require Wide Angle
lenses to create proximity lighting.
- Power LEDs require an additional lens to concentrate the light.
LEDs emit a much more uniform light than incandescent bulbs. This is partly due to the
absence of a filament in LEDs.
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Adjustable focus

Lens

Reflector

Petzl headlamps with reflectors can be focused to adjust the width and distance
of the light beam.
Cylindrical LED (Ø 5 mm)
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Energy

Saline batteries
These batteries are economical and have a relatively weak performance. They are meant for
low-energy electrical appliances such as clocks, radios and TV remote controls. They are
slowly disappearing from the market.
Alkaline battery

Alkaline batteries

3 V lithium battery (watch-style, etc.)

Lithium batteries
Lithium batteries have appeared more recently on the market and are used for situations
requiring a greater capacity, a smaller size or less weight (lithium batteries are up to 30 %
lighter than alkaline batteries of the same size), or a wider range of operating temperatures.
Not all Petzl headlamps are compatible with lithium batteries; please see the technical
notices and www.petzl.com for more information.
Petzl headlamps come equipped with the following batteries:
- alkaline (1.5 V)
- lithium watch-type (3 V)

Operation
Batteries produce a continuous current by transforming chemical energy into electrical energy.

Characteristics
Battery insertion and polarity

1.5 V lithium battery

TIKKA XP, MYO XP BELT, etc. headlamps have a battery charge indicator. The color changes
depending on the strength of the batteries and the temperature.
- flashing green: ok
- flashing orange: remaining charge < 30 %
- flashing red: remaining charge < 10 %
Note: measurements are taken with alkaline batteries at 20 °C

A weak level of light with new batteries indicates that the polarity of one or more batteries
is reversed. Immediately turn off the light and veriﬁfy the polarity of the batteries.

Discharge cycle
The way batteries discharge depends on the technology and also on the quality of the parts
and its construction. In general, the voltage of alkaline batteries decreases steadily towards
depletion during normal use, whereas the voltage supplied by lithium batteries decreases
in stages.
When used in headlamps (intensive discharge), lithium batteries supply energy like this:
- 1.5 V lithium batteries provide «regulated» lighting, i.e. constant lighting for the greater
part of their cycle
- 3 V lithium batteries (watch-style) are not regulated (their lighting curve is similar to the
one for alkaline batteries)

This indicates the period of time during which the battery will be able to provide a given
current (e.g.. 1 Ah is equivalent to 1 Ampere for 1 hour). Expressed in Ampere-hours (Ah),
the capacity of the battery directly affects the burn time of the headlamp. It varies according
to the chemistry used (Ni-Cd, Ni-MH, Li-Ion, etc.), on the quantity of chemical components
in the cell, and on the quality of the manufacturing.

Operation

The capacity of rechargeable batteries indicated by the manufacturer is calculated under
optimal use conditions. The true capacity will vary according to the real conditions of use,
particularly the temperature and the current used. This is why it is essential to choose the
batteries according to headlamp use (power, temperature, length of use, etc.).

The electric current delivered by rechargeable batteries comes from the transformation of
chemical energy to electrical energy when the battery is connected to the electric circuit of
the receiver. As opposed to standard batteries, the chemical process that takes place in the
rechargeable batteries is reversible (recharging phase) and requires an adapted recharging
device (charger).

Petzl headlamps that offer 3 lighting levels (maximum, optimum, economic) allow the true
capacity of the energy source to be best exploited by adapting consumption (discharge
current) to the conditions of use. In “economic” mode, the batteries hold on to more
energy than in “maximum” or “optimum” mode.

“Memory”effect

Characteristics
Battery insertion and polarity

The “memory effect” concerns Ni-Cd rechargeable batteries and, to a lesser degree,
Ni-MH cells. It is independent of the normal aging process of the batteries, which can not
be altered. This phenomenon occurs when batteries are not discharged and recharged
correctly (repeated incomplete recharging, overcharging, etc.), and it causes the cell to
wear out prematurely.

The capacity of a battery is expressed in Ampere-hours (Ah). This indicates the period of
time during which the battery will be able to provide a given current (e.g.. 1 Ah is equivalent
to 1 Ampere for 1 hour). The greater the capacity, the longer the burn time of the headlamp.

Like standard batteries, all rechargeable batteries are polarized (one positive (+) and one
negative (-) pole). It is therefore important to put the batteries into the headlamp in the
direction indicated. Any batteries whose polarities are reversed will receive energy from the
remaining batteries. This will appear as a recharge and could lead to an overcharge of the
element.

Capacity depends directly on the type of battery (alkaline, lithium, etc.), on the number
of components in the battery and its construction. Each manufacturer uses his own
methodology to measure capacity.

When using properly charged batteries, a weak or non-existent level of light indicates that
the polarity of one or more batteries is reversed. Immediately turn off the light and veriﬁfy
the polarity of the batteries.

In practice, the energy provided by a battery is also linked with conditions of use, primarily
to the ambient temperature and to normal use. This is why it is essential to choose the
batteries according to headlamp use (power, temperature, length of use, etc.).

Charging cycle

Degassing

To recharge a battery, a quantity of electrical energy equal to the capacity of the battery is
re-injected into the cell(s). The recharging process of a battery depends on its chemistry.
The charge is mainly defined along three parameters:
- the voltage
- the current
- the duration

All waterproof Petzl headlamps are equipped with a safety feature (pellet, technical
membrane or mechanical valve) which compensates for degassing of batteries.

Capacity

Petzl headlamps that offer 3 lighting levels (maximum, optimum, economic) allow the true
capacity of the energy source to be best exploited by adapting consumption (discharge
current) to the conditions for use. In “economic” mode, the batteries hold on to more
energy than in “maximum” or “optimum” mode.

All batteries are polarized, having one positive (+) and one negative (-) pole.
Batteries must be inserted correctly with respect to their polarity (follow the directions
on the case). If a battery is inserted the opposite way, it will start to be charged by the
other batteries. This causes a chemical reaction inside the reversed battery:
within minutes it will begin to emit explosive gases and an extremely corrosive liquid.
There is a risk of explosion or fire.

Capacity

This type of battery appeared in the ‘90s and uses lithium in ionic (Li-Ion) or polymer
(Li-po) form. More expensive, but lighter, these batteries are found in the ULTRA headlamp,
telephones, laptops, the new generation of camcorders, etc. Rechargeable lithium batteries
require a specific recharging device. They are equipped with an electronic protection circuit
which controls the voltage during charging, temperature, etc.).
Duration

Petzl advises strongly against using these batteries in headlamps because of inadequate
performance and high risk of leakage.

Alkaline batteries are very common and perform considerably better than saline batteries.
They are well-suited for most self-powered electrical equipment. These batteries can also
be stored for much longer periods.

Rechargeable lithium batteries

Rechargeable batteries
Like standard batteries, rechargeable batteries deliver a direct current (domestic power
grids deliver alternating current). On the other hand, rechargeable batteries can be charged
and therefore reused over and over. Depending on the type, rechargeable batteries can
undergo 200 to 1500 cycles of charging/discharging.

Rechargeable lead batteries
Rechargeable lead batteries are the oldest type, and are particularly economical.
They are very tough and can provide a lot of power. They are useful where weight
and volume are not issues (e.g.. car starter, elevator, submarine).

Rechargeable nickel batteries
In these batteries, nickel is combined with cadmium (Ni-Cd) or with Metal Hydride (Ni-MH).
Though extremely common at one time, Ni-Cd has been steadily replaced by the Ni-MH
compound. This type offers a greater energy density, but also self-discharge more and
allows fewer charge/discharge cycles. Ni-Cd technology remains popular, however, because
it delivers a very strong current, significantly superior to that obtained from Ni-MH, Li-Ion
or Li-po rechargeable batteries. This is why they are frequently used in portable wireless
equipment, compact equipment, etc.

The duration of the charge (normal, accelerated, quick, etc.) depends on the type of battery
and on user needs. In each case, it is important to precisely follow the charging procedure
indicated on the batteries and to not go over the recommended charging time.
A battery can not store more energy than its capacity permits. If a battery continues to
be fed by an electrical current, it will overcharge. The transmitted energy will therefore
be released as heat. This process leads to premature wearing of the cells (see “Memory
effect”) and can be dangerous.

WARNING, be careful to:
- Always use the charger that comes with Petzl rechargeable batteries.
- Always check that the charger is appropriate when using store-bought batteries.
- Always follow the charging instructions - duration of current - indicated on the
batteries.

Discharge cycle
The way that rechargeable batteries will discharge depends on the chemistry used (Ni-Cd,
Ni-MH, Li-Ion, etc.), on the conditions of use, and also on the quality of the parts and the
assembly. In general, rechargeable batteries provide “regulated” lighting, i.e. constant
lighting for the greater part of their cycle. However, the energy available decreases very
quickly at the end of the cycle.

Please note
“Degassing” is the release of gas by standard or rechargeable batteries. This reaction
is provoked by inappropriate use: discharging or recharging too intensively, inverting
the poles, using defective cells, getting salt water into the battery case (electrolysis of
components), etc. If degassed, the battery permanently loses some of its capacity.

Influence of ambient temperature
The temperature directly influences performance. The lower the temperature, the less
energy the source will supply due to a slowing down of chemical activity. Lithium batteries
offer a very wide range of uses (about -40°C to +60°C).
The remote battery packs of the MYO, DUO and ULTRABELT models can keep the batteries
close to the body when outside temperatures are very low.

Please recycle
Petzl would like to remind headlamp users to recycle discarded lamps, bulbs, and batteries.
This trash contains materials that are particularly harmful to the environment. It is therefore
important to sort them for recycling separately from regular household waste. Please
inquire about battery collection and recycling in your area. As an alternative, rechargeable
batteries can be reused, eliminating the need to dispose of them. All Petzl lamps can run on
rechargeable batteries.

Energy

Ni-MH battery packs are available both in rechargeable battery format and standard format.
These are designed to easily replace standard saline or alkaline batteries in every-day
equipment (Walkman, camera, etc.).
Duration
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Technical information

EAN codes
Ref.

Product

A05050

Patte d’accrochage de lampe sur casque

E00100

Fixation ADAPT élastique lampe

E00200

EAN code

Ref.

Product

3342540000261

E50650

Bouchon du réservoir carbure de l’ARIANE

3342540003620

3342540070943

E50800

Double tube + collier de l’ARIANE

3342540003651

Clip ADAPT veste + ceinture

3342540070905

E50900

Filtre + amortisseur de l’ARIANE

3342540003675

E00300

Fixation ADAPT casque

3342540070912

E50974

Bouchon + languette du réservoir d’eau de l’ARIANE

3342540003712

E01100

Bec acétylène céramique + joint torique

3342540022577

E51999

Elastique lampe ULTRA

3342540076457

E01106

Bague serrage bec acétylène

3342540002210

E52 AC

ULTRA

3342540072961

E01108

Tube gaz + bec

3342540002234

E53 AC

ULTRA BELT

3342540072978

E01300

Bec acétylène céramique 21l + joint torique

3342540002302

E55100

ACCU ZOOM

3342540010918

E01500

Débouche bec

3342540002326

E55200

CHARGEUR ZOOM secteur EUR

3342540010932

E02 P2

e+LITE

3342540080065

E55400

ACCU 4 ULTRA

3342540010970

E02990

Elastique e+LITE / SIGNAL

3342540082090

E55450

ACCU 2 ULTRA

3342540076228

E03700

Bague optique MICRO

3342540002494

E55800

Chargeur rapide ULTRA EUR/US

3342540076259

E04250

Bague optique ZOOM (avant 1989)

3342540002579

E55950

Rallonge ULTRA

3342540076310

E04350

CROCHLAMP S

3342540002616

E55960

Harnais ULTRA

3342540076327

E04405

CROCHLAMP L

3342540026599

E60100

Vitre DUO, DUO BELT, DUO ATEX

3342540013933

E04900

Bague optique ZOOM, MEGA, ARCTIC, CHRONO

3342540011175

E60150

Réflecteur DUO, DUO BELT, DUO ATEX

3342540013940

E04910

Bague optique rouge ZOOM

3342540015838

E60200

Bague chenille DUO, DUO BELT, DUO ATEX

3342540013957

E04999

Elastique lampes MYO-LITE, DUO

3342540034419

E60650

Tiroir piles DUO

3342540023550

E05 P

SIGNAL

3342540078208

E60655

Fermoirs tiroirs piles DUO, DUO ATEX

3342540023567

E05109

Réflecteur lampe rouge

3342540002791

E60750

Kit entretien DUO, DUO, BELT, DUO ATEX

3342540037205

E05250

Elastique lampes 19 mm

3342540002869

E60970

MODU’LED 14 DUO

3342540064256

E07250

Bague de serrage après 93

3342540013476

E63 L14

FIXO DUO LED 14

3342540068056

E12

POCHE

3342540027022

E65 2

ACCU DUO + chargeur EUR / US

3342540064010

E13

Adaptateur piles rondes pour ZOOM

3342540012806

E65100 2

ACCU DUO

3342540064027

E18

ACETO

3342540016415

E65200 2

Chargeur DUO secteur EUR / US

3342540064034

E18100

Allumeur piezo ACETO

3342540024731

E65300 2

Chargeur DUO voiture 12 V

3342540064041

E18170

Support tuyau ACETO

3342540043664

E66 W1

VERTEX BEST DUO LED 14

3342540075023

E18180

Joint torique pour bec acétylène

3342540043671

E69 P

DUO LED 5

3342540068568

E18270

Débouche bec ACETO

3342540017290

E70 L14

EXPLORER LED 14

3342540072381

E18300

Support d’ACETO

3342540024748

E72 AC

DUO LED 14 ACCU

3342540067646

E22 NOI

ZOOM HALOGENE noir

3342540012561

E72 P

DUO LED 14

3342540071421

E32 P

MYOLITE 3

3342540062283

E73 P

DUOBELT LED 5

3342540063525

E32999

TOPSTRAP

3342540064997

E73900

Joints boitier piles + graisse silicone DUOBELT

3342540070066

E33 P

MYOBELT SB 5

3342540067639

E75 1O

SPELIOS

3342540075177

E35620

Bague optique SAXO

3342540032934

E75 2O

SPELIOS

3342540075184

E40250

Kit entretien SAXO AQUA

3342540037199

E76 P

DUOBELT LED 14

3342540067653

E40620

Bague optique SAXO AQUA

3342540038073

E83 P2

MYO XP

3342540077850

E42100

Tête d’accrochage de la MICROCLIP sur casque

3342540012400

E84 P2

MYO XP BELT

3342540077874

E43900

ADAPT connecteur TIKKA

3342540072091

E84100

Boîtier piles MYO XP BELT

3342540078185

E43999

Elastique lampes TIKKA, SAXO

3342540057166

E86700

Platine ADAPT connexion E86 P

3342540070936

E44850

Kit vitres TIKKA ZIPKA

3342540039544

E86750

Porte filtre TIKKA XP

3342540070950

E44870

Vitre transparente pour TIKKA ZIPKA

3342540052765

E86860

Kit entretien (joint, doses graisse) Tikka XP

3342540068797

E44990

POCHE ZIPKA

3342540070806

E86870

Kit Grand Angle TIKKA XP

3342540068803

E46 P2

TACTIKKA

3342540067196

E86880

Volet Grand Angle Incolore Tikka XP

3342540068810

E46 PC2

TACTIKKA

3342540067202

E86890

Cache volet Grand Angle Tikka XP

3342540068827

E49 P

TACTIKKA PLUS

3342540061125

E87 P

MYO RXP

3342540077942

E49 PA

TACTIKKA PLUS ADAPT

3342540073265

E89 P

TACTIKKA XP ADAPT

3342540070769

E49 PC

TACTIKKA PLUS

3342540062429

E89 PC

TACTIKKA XP

3342540070776

E50

ARIANE

3342540003491

E89 PD

TACTIKKA XP

3342540070783

E50250

Goulotte à eau réservoir carbure de l’ARIANE

3342540003545

E91 PD

Pack TIKKINA 2 avec display

3342540084933

E50320

Pointeau + joint + ressort de l’ARIANE

3342540003583

E91 PE

TIKKINA 2

3342540081192

E50550

Joint du réservoir carbure de l’ARIANE

3342540003606

E91 PF

TIKKINA 2

3342540081185
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Ref.

Product

EAN code

E91 PL

TIKKINA 2

3342540081178

E91 PO

TIKKINA 2

3342540081161

E93 PS

TIKKA 2

3342540077584

E93 PT

TIKKA 2

3342540077577

E93990

POCHE TIKKA 2

3342540081628

E94 PS

ZIPKA 2

3342540077652

E94 PT

ZIPKA 2

3342540081147

E94990

POCHE ZIPKA 2

3342540081635

E97 PM

TIKKA PLUS 2

3342540077621

E97 PMA

TIKKA PLUS 2 ADAPT

3342540081123

E97 PP

TIKKA PLUS 2

3342540081116

E97700

Platine ADAPT gamme TIKKA 2

3342540078123

E97900

KIT ADAPT famille TIKKA 2

3342540078116

E98 PM

ZIPKA PLUS 2

3342540077690

E98 PP

ZIPKA PLUS 2

3342540081130

E99 PG

TIKKA XP 2

3342540081109

E99 PI

TIKKA XP 2

3342540081642

E99100

Kit grand angle TIKKA 2 XP violet

3342540081802

E99200

Kit grand angle TIKKA 2 XP gris

3342540081819

E99700

Sifflet bandeau TIKKA 2

3342540086241

Warning
Activities at height are inherently dangerous and may result in serious injury or death. Take
the time to fully read and understand the information presented in this catalog, as well as
the instructions for use that come with the products.
Gaining an adequate apprenticeship is your own responsibility.
The information presented in this catalog is believed to be correct at press time. But it is
not guaranteed to be exhaustive, correct, understandable, or up-to-date.
PETZL reserves the right to modify this information at any time. Petzl’s civil liability does
not extend to products that have been modified or repaired outside our factories. Contact
PETZL if you have any doubt or difficulty in understanding the information presented in
this catalog (www.petzl.com/contact).

Guarantee
3-year guarantee covering parts and labor only for manufacturing defects.
Normal wear and tear and inappropriate use are excluded from the guarantee.
To take advantage of the guarantee, the defective part must be returned to us.

Suggestions
You can take part in the improvement of climbing and caving equipment manufactured by
Petzl. We would be pleased to receive your ideas and suggestions.
www.petzl.com/contact

FR0021 BLI Ampoule standard 4,5 V ZOOM

3342540012936

FR0025 BLI Ampoule halogène 4,5 V ZOOM

3342540012967

FR0161 BLI Ampoule standard 3 V MICRO

3342540012974

FR0231 BLI Ampoule xénon 6 V MYO

3342540057937

FR0241 BLI Ampoule standard 6 V MYO

3342540057944

FR0490 BLI Ampoule MINI 6V pour DUO

3342540015661

FR0500 BLI Ampoule halogène 6 V DUO

3342540015654

FR0510 BLI Ampoule standard 6 V DUO ATEX

3342540033177

FR0600 BLI Ampoule standard 6 V SAXO

3342540029378

FR0850 BLI Ampoule krypton 6 V SAXO AQUA

3342540034457

Z43 LB

T-SHIRT ADAM

3342540086449

Z43 MB

T-SHIRT ADAM

3342540086432

Z43 SB

T-SHIRT ADAM

3342540086425

Z44 MB

T-SHIRT EVE

3342540086524

Z44 SB

T-SHIRT EVE

3342540086517

Z44 XSB

T-SHIRT EVE

3342540086500

Z45 LB

T-SHIRT PETER

3342540087866

Z45 LO

T-SHIRT PETER

3342540087927

Z45 MB

T-SHIRT PETER

3342540087873

Z45 MO

T-SHIRT PETER

3342540087910

Z45 SB

T-SHIRT PETER

3342540087880

Z45 SO

T-SHIRT PETER

3342540087903

Z45 XLB

T-SHIRT PETER

3342540087897
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Z45 XLO

T-SHIRT PETER

3342540087934

Conception

Z52 LG

T-SHIRT WENDY

3342540088016

Graphic design

Z52 LR

T-SHIRT WENDY

3342540087972

Z52 MG

T-SHIRT WENDY

3342540088009

Z52 MR

T-SHIRT WENDY

3342540087965

Z52 SG

T-SHIRT WENDY

3342540087996

Imprimerie des Deux-Ponts

Z52 SR

T-SHIRT WENDY

3342540087958

Z52 XSG

T-SHIRT WENDY

3342540087989
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